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Abstract

In hybrid quantum circuits, different mesoscopic systems can be combined to harness advantages and
properties of each constituent, facilitating the unraveling of new phenomena which surmount the usual
paradigm of light-matter interaction. Specifically, they can exhibit complex behavior as they operate
far from equilibrium, and strong nonlinear interactions can emerge. Furthermore, their open dynamics
due to the unavoidable coupling to the environment can be tailored using engineered reservoirs. In
this Thesis, I have addressed these fundamental aspects in three specific systems formed by mesoscopic
conductors and quantum dots coupled to localized resonators.

First, I have considered a solid-state implementation of a single-atom laser in a quantum-dot spin valve,
where electronic spin is coupled to a harmonic oscillator. A spin-polarized current injected in the
dot induces lasing, whereby energy is pumped with high efficiency into the resonator. This pumping
mechanism rapidly leads to a breakdown of the widely employed rotating-wave approximation (RWA)
without any requirement of ultrastrong light-matter coupling. Such RWA breakdown is associated with
multistability of the resonator, characterized by multiple peaks in its Fock distribution and detectable
with simple current measurements displaying telegraph dynamics.

In a second work, I have examined a Cooper-pair splitter consisting of two quantum dots, each coupled
capacitively to a local resonator and a common superconductor. I derived an effective Hamiltonian
validated by numerical simulations, and I demonstrated that the process of cross-Andreev reflection can
be used to pump nonlocally single photons between the two resonators or to simultaneously cool them
into their ground state. The system has possible applications such as coherent heat-control, cooling with
single-photon precision, and microwave photon buses.

The third system that I studied consists of a Josephson junction in series with an electromagnetic
resonator. When a voltage is applied to the junction, such that each Cooper pair can provide half
the energy to generate a cavity photon, charge transport and photon emission can be dominated by
effective inelastic tunneling of two Cooper pairs. The system displays a crossover from incoherent to
coherent double Cooper-pair tunneling and can be further used as a single-photon source due to a form
of photon-blockade effect.
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Zusammenfassung

In hybriden Quantenschaltkreisen können verschiedene mesoskopische Systeme kombiniert und dabei
die Vorteile und Eigenschaften der einzelnen Komponenten genutzt werden, um das Auftreten neuer
Phänomene zu ermöglichen, welche die üblichen Paradigmen der Licht-Materie Wechselwirkung umge-
hen. Solche Hybridsysteme zeigen insbesondere im Nichtgleichgewicht ein komplexes Verhalten,
welches mit stark nichtlinearen Effekten einhergehen kann. Aufgrund ihrer Kopplung an die Umgebung
kommt es unweigerlich zu dissipativer Dynamik, die sich jedoch mittels geigneter Bäder maßschnei-
dern lässt. In dieser Dissertation habe ich diese fundamentalen Aspekte anhand von drei spezifischen
Systemen, bestehend aus mesoskopischen Leitern und an Resonatoren gekoppelten Quantenpunkten,
adressiert.

Zunächst habe ich die Festkörperimplementierung eines Einatomlasers in einem Quantenpunktspinventil
beschrieben, in welchem der elektronische Spin an einen harmonischen Oszillator gekoppelt ist. Das
Injizieren eines Spin-polarisierten Stroms in den Quantenpunkt führt zur stimmulierten Lichtemission,
bei welcher Energiemit hoher Effizienz in denResonator gepumptwird. Dieser Pumpmechanismus führt,
auch ohne ultrastarke Licht-MaterieWechselwirkung, schnell zu einemVersagen der üblich verwendeten
Drehwellennäherung. Solch ein Versagen ist ein starker Indikator für die Multistabilität des Resonators.
Diese ist durch Mehrfachspitzen in der Fock-Verteilung des Resonators gekennzeichnet und lässt sich
(aufgrund ihres charakteristischen Rauschspektrums) mittels einfacher Strommessung nachweisen.

In einem zweiten Projekt habe ich einen Cooperpaarteiler untersucht, der aus zwei Quantenpunkten
besteht, welche jeweils kapazitiv an einen lokalen Resonator und an einen gemeinsamen Supraleiter
gekoppelt sind. Ich berechne einen effektiven Hamiltonoperator, validiert mittels numerischer Simu-
lation, und demonstriere, dass der Prozess der Andreevreflexion benutzt werden kann um nichtlokal
einzelne Photonen zwischen den beiden Resonatoren zu transportieren, oder um beide gleichzeitig in
ihren Grundzustand zu kühlen. Dieses System hat mögliche Anwendungen in der kohärente Temper-
aturkontrolle, im Kühlen mit Einzelphotonenpräzision und kann für Mikrowellenphotonenbusse verwen-
det werden.

Das dritte System das ich untersucht habe besteht aus einem Josephsonkontakt der mit einem elek-
tromagnetischen Resonator in Reihe geschalten ist. Wenn eine Spannung an dem Josephsonkontakt
angelegt wird, sodass jedes Cooperpaar die halbe Energie zum Erzeugen eines Photons in der Kavität
beitragen kann, besteht die Möglichkeit, dass der Ladungstransport und die Photonenemission durch
das effektive Tunneln zweier Cooperpaaren dominiert ist. Das System zeigt einen Übergang von inko-
härentem zu kohärentem Doppel-Cooperpaartunneln und kann aufgrund eines Photonenblockadeeffekts
als Einzelphotonenquelle verwendet werden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Coupling light and matter: Cavity quantum electrodynamics

One of the most succesful and ever-developing applications of the quantum theory is the investigation
of the interaction between light and matter. Historically, the first experiments involved real atoms inter-
acting with the quantized electromagnetic field of optical and microwave cavities, within the framework
commonly referred to as cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [1–3].

The paradigmatic model for the light-matter interaction is represented by the Rabi Hamiltonian [4, 5],
given by

�Rabi =
Δn
2
fI + l01

†1 + 6(f+ + f−) (1 + 1†). (1.1)

It describes the coherent interaction between a two-level system (the matter, e.g., two levels of an atom
or a spin-1/2) and a quantum harmonic oscillator (the light, e.g., a single mode of a microwave or optical
cavity), see Fig. 1.1. The Rabi Hamiltonian follows from the interaction between the dipole moment
of an atom and the electric field of the cavity, in the dipole approximation [6]. In Eq. (1.1), Δn is the
energy difference between the two levels and l0 is the resonance frequency of the harmonic oscillator.
The constant 6 quantifies the strength of the interaction between light and matter.

The two-level system is composed of an excited (|4〉) and a ground (|6〉) state, which can be represented
by two column vectors |4〉 = (1, 0)) and |6〉 = (0, 1)) . In the basis {|4〉, |6〉}, the qubit is described
by the raising and lowering operators f+ = |4〉〈6 | and f− = |6〉〈4 |, which generate the Pauli operators
fG = f+ + f−, fH = −8(f+ − f−) and fI = [f+, f−], with matrix form

l0

|4〉
|6〉

6
^

W

Figure 1.1: Sketch of a cavity QED setup. Two atomic levels of an atom, |4〉 and |6〉 with energy separation Δn
are coupled with strength 6 to a single mode of a cavity with resonance frequency l0. The atom and the cavity are
subject to decay at rates W and ^, respectively, due to the interaction with the environment.
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fG =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, fH =

(
0 −8
8 0

)
, fI =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (1.2)

The harmonic oscillator is described by the bosonic field annihilation and creation operators, 1 and 1†.

The exact eigenenergies of Hamiltonian (1.1) have been found only several decades after the first works
of Rabi, and can only be written as the roots of a complex trascendental function [7]. The primary way of
simplifying the Rabi Hamiltonian is to assume a small value of the coupling strength, 6 � {l0;Δn} and
consider the two systems to be close to resonance, i.e., Δn ≈ l0. This permits to apply the rotating-wave
approximation (RWA) to obtain the Jaynes-Cummings (JC) Hamiltonian [8]:

�JC =
Δn
2
fI + l01

†1 + 6(f+1 + 1†f−), (1.3)

which can be exactly solved, see Ch. 3.

The Rabi model has been extended to two-photon interactions, where 1 and 1† are replaced by 12 and
(1†)2 [9], and to #-level atoms [10]. Similarly, extensions of the JC model with a single cavity mode
coupled to many two-level systems (Dicke model [11] and Tavis-Cummings models [12, 13]) have been
devised and implemented.

When dealing with a cavity QED experiment, an important role is played by the surroundings of the
light-matter system: Atoms and cavities are coupled not only to each other—which is desired—but
also to the measurement apparati and to the thermal environment. This leads to inevitable relaxation
and decoherence in the system, which in most cases can be captured by spontaneous emission rate
W for the atom and decay rate ^ for the cavity (see Ch. 2). Based on the intensity of the coupling
strength 6 compared to the decay rates and to the cavity and qubit frequencies, different regimes can be
distinguished:

Weak-coupling regime, 6 . {W; ^}: In this case 6 is not strong enough to observe coherence, because the
energy is lost from the system before it can be exchanged between atom and cavity. Nevertheless,
the coupling to the radiation field yields an enhancement of the spontaneous emission rate of the
atom, a phenomenon known as Purcell effect [14].

Strong-coupling regime, 6 � {W; ^}: When 6 is strong enough to overcome the losses, the coherent
exchange of energy between light and matter can be observed. This corresponds to the regime
of validity of the JC model. The development of resonators with larger quality factors & =

l0/^, associated with lower decay rates, led to the observation of vacuum Rabi oscillations in
superconducting microwave cavities coupled to ensembles of Rydberg atoms [15] and later to a
single atom [16–18], vacuum Rabi splitting [19], collapse and revival of oscillations in the atomic
population [20], and sub-Poissonian photon statistics [21]. The achievement of strong coupling is
crucial to control and manipulate quantum systems and for quantum information processing.

Ultrastrong-coupling regime, 6 ∼ {l0;Δn}: When 6 becomes comparable to the typical energy sep-
aration of atom and cavity, several nonperturbative effects come into play [22–24]. In contrast
to the JC physics, states with different number of excitations starts to be hybridized. Ultrastrong
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coupling has been first realized outside the cQED domain, in a superconducting flux qubit coupled
to a coplanar-waveguide resonator [25].

Deep strong-coupling regime, 6 > {l0;Δn}: In this extreme regime, the light-matter coupling exceeds
the subsystems bare energy [26]. Also in this case, superconducting qubits allowed observation of
unprecedentedly high values of 6 [27, 28]. Currently, the highest ratio of 6/l0 ≈ 1.43 has been
measured in metamaterials coupled to cyclotron resonances [29].

1.2 Light-matter coupling in hybrid systems: beyond the atomic QED
architecture

In the last decades, the technological advance in fabrication and control of solid-state devices has paved
the way for the realization of the QED protocol in several different platforms. In 1992, Weisbuch and
co-workers first observed vacuum Rabi splitting in GaAlAs/AlAs quantum wells coupled to an optical
microcavity [30]. More than a decade later, strong coupling was observed between a single quantum dot
and a photonic crystal [31]. Gradually, the use of semiconducting artificial atoms in connection with
microwave cavities and normal-metal or superconducting contacts became a well-established theoretical
and experimental route to design mesoscopic QED systems [32–36]. The works pertaining to this
Thesis fall primarily into this domain. Simultaneously to quantum-dot-based devices, the increasing
importance of superconducing qubits resulted in the parallel development of the field of circuit QED
[37–40]. Fostered by outstanding experimental outcomes, these two main classes of hybrid systems
stimulated theorists to apply this idea in more exotic contexts involving, e.g., topological superconductors
[41] and topological waveguides [42]. Finally, spin ensembles [43, 44] and magnons [45, 46] coupled to
microwave cavities are building blocks in cavity magnomechanics [47] and cavity optomagnonics [48].

Each component of an hybrid system offers diverse intrinsic properties and features, which can then be
combined in several ways in order to tailor the energy exchange mechanisms and let specific coherent
interactions emerge. On the other hand, the same Hamiltonian can be implemented in radically different
experimental contexts to explore broader regions of the parameter space. Finally, hybrid platforms allow
to design, to some accuracy, the environmental surroundings of a system, uncovering novel phenomena
arising from the complex open-system dynamics.

To better understand the working principles and the physics underlying a typical solid-state hybrid circuit,
I quickly review below their main elements, and later discuss examples of how they can be coupled to
realize light-matter coupling.

1.2.1 Quantum dots

Quantum dots (QDs) are artificial structures with sizes ranging from several nanometers to a few
micrometers that can be realized on many platforms [49–52]. The goal is to trap a small integer number
of electrons in a potential well, by controlling an electrostatic potential landscape using a set of gated
electrodes. The confining potential gives rise to discrete and tunable electronic energy levels, thus
realizing an artificial atom. By contacting the QDs with metallic electrodes made out of normal metals,

3



ferromagnets, or superconductors, it is possible to set up quantum transport experiments in a variety
of configurations. Quantum dots can be fabricated in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures, in InSb, InAs,
Si/SiGe semiconducting nanowires, carbon nanotubes [53], Si [54] and Ge [55], and graphene [56–
60]. Furthermore, quantum-dot devices have received great attention lately because of their potential
applications as quantum computers [49, 61].

1.2.2 Superconducting devices

Josephson junctions

The Josephson effect is arguably the most important consequence of superconductivity [62–64]. It pre-
dicts an equilibrium Cooper-pair current flowing between two superconductors when they are separated
by a weak link, with no bias voltage applied (dc-Josephson effect). The current is related to the phase
difference q of the superconducting condensates, and is given by

� = �2 sin q, (1.4)

where the critical current �2 corresponds to the maximum current. A constant bias voltage + applied
across the junction leads to the ac-Josephson effect: The phase difference will evolve in time according
to

¤q = −24+
ℏ
, (1.5)

which leads to an ac-current of amplitude �2 and Josephson frequency l� = 24+/ℏ.
From Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5), the electrical work done by a current source to change the phase difference
Δq is given by � (C)+ = ℏ

24 � (C) ¤(Δq). Integration in time yields the free energy

� = const. − ℏ�2
24

cos q, (1.6)

which is minimum for Δq = 0. The Josephson effect can be formally derived using the Ginzburg-Landau
(GL) theory, by considering two bulk superconductors separated by a short link of length ! � b, where
b is the coherence length in the superconductors [65]. Solving the GL equation leads to the system free
energy

� =
ℏ�2
24
(1 − cos q), (1.7)

In agreement with Eq. (1.6). The critical current �2 is proportional to �/!, where � is the cross-section
surface area of the junction.

To study the dynamics of a Josephson junction in presence of a bias current and finite voltage, it is useful
to resort to RCSJ model, in which one considers a circuit made up by an ideal Josephson junction shunted
in parallel by a resistance ' and a capacitance � [66]. Given a bias current �, the phase difference across
the junction obeys the differential equation

4



32q

3g2 +
1
&

3q

3g
+ sinΔq =

�

�2
. (1.8)

I have introduced the dimensionless variable g = l?C, with the plasma frequency and quality factor of
the junction defined, respectively, as

l? =

√
24�2
ℏ�

, & = l?'�. (1.9)

In full analogy with a mechanical system, Eq. (1.8) is equivalent to the equation of motion of a particle
of mass (ℏ/24)2�, moving along the coordinate q, in a potential

* (q) = −�� cos q − ℏ�
24
q, (1.10)

with a velocity-dependent damping force given by (ℏ/24)2(1/')3q/3g. The quantity �� = ℏ�2/24 is
known as Josephson energy. The potential (1.10) is usually referred to as tilted washboard potential.

While the above analysis assumes that the phase difference, q, and the charge& = �+ on the junction are
classical variables, the variances Δq and Δ# are related by the quantum uncertainty relation ΔqΔ# & 1,
where # = &/24 is the number of Cooper pairs transferred across the junction. This implies that q and
# cannot be know with arbitrary precision, giving rise to quantum fluctuations both in the phase and
charge. By promoting q and # to operators, one can write the Hamiltonian of an isolated Josephson
junction at ) = 0, without bias current, as

� = −�� cos q + &
2

2�
= −�� cos q − 4��

m2

mq2 , (1.11)

where I have made the canonical replacement # → 8m/mq, and defined the charging energy of the
junction, �� = 42/2�. The ratio 4��/�� controls the interplay between charge and phase fluctuations.
For a small junction, with� ≈ 1 fF, the junction behaves as a particle with very smallmass. This implies
�� � �� , and that fluctuations in phase q are large. The ground-state wavefunction k(q) of the junction
approaches a constant value. Conversely, for large junctions, �� � �� , meaning that the wavefunction
is peaked around the minimum of the potential q = 0, similarly to a heavy particle in a potential well. In
this case, charge fluctuations dominate. Notice that, in this regime, the junction behaves as a nonlinear
(anharmonic) oscillator, with the nonlinearity given by the cosine form of the potential. The intrinsic
nonlinearity of a Josephson junction is key for the implementation of superconducting qubits, which I
briefly review below.

Superconducting qubits

Superconducting (SC) qubits are macroscopic circuit elements that behave quantum mechanically and
exhibit observable coherence [67–69]. Typically, SC qubits are anharmonic oscillators, where the sepa-
ration of energy levels is made nonuniform by introducing a nonlinearity through Josephson junctions.
The anharmonicity is crucial to encode a qubit and perform gate operations involving only two states.
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A central parameter in the design of a SC qubit is the ratio between the charging energy �� and the
Josephson energy �� . According to this ratio and to the circuit topology, SC qubits are usually divided
in three main classes: charge, flux (or persistent-current), and phase qubits.

The charge qubit, or Cooper-pair box, was the first superconducting circuit in which temporal coherence
was first observed [70]. It consists of a small superconducting island connected to a large superconducting
reservoir via a Josephson junction, and it is characterized by ��/�� ≥ 1, such that the charge on the
island is a good quantum number. They can have large anharmonicity, but are generally affected by strong
charge noise, which limits their coherence time. To circumvent this problem, a large shunt capacitor
can be added to the circuit, realizing the transmon [71], which is characterized by ��/�� & 50 and
is insensitive to charge noise. Transmons are currently the most widely used qubits for high-fidelity
quantum gates, and have been employed in the first experimental demonstration of quantum supremacy
[72].

In flux qubits [73–76], a superconducting loop threaded by an external magnetic flux Φext is interrupted
by one, three or more Josephson junctions. They are characterized by ��/�� ∼ 50 and are generally
affected by flux noise, since they need a large self-inductance. Flux qubits are the predominant elements
in quantum annealing setups, such as the commercial system D-Wave [77].

Phase-qubit circuits consists of large Josephson junctions in the regime ��/�� ∼ 106 [78–81]. These
circuits can be described by the tilted-washboard potential (1.10), which is controlled by an applied bias
current � very close to the critical current �2 of the junction. Phase qubits have small anharmonicity, but
are insensitive to offset-charge noise because of the large ��/�� ratio.

Many extensions and optimizations of the above qubits have been devised in order to mitigate detrimental
effects. The first improvement to the original Cooper-pair box design led to the quantronium [82] with
��/�� ∼ 1 (also called charge-flux qubit). To reduce the flux sensitivity in flux qubits, the loop size can
be reduced, introducing however charge noise. For this reason, the small junction of a three-junction flux
qubit can be shunted by a large capacitance [83]. The shunt-capacitor design has been implemented also
for the phase qubit [84]. Other variations of the three basis SC qubits include four-junction flux qubit
[85], tunable-gap flux qubit [86], fluxonium [87], xmon, gmon and gatemon qubits [88–90]. Finally, a
recent realization of a 0 − c qubit holds the promise for the implementation of fault-tolerant quantum
processors [91].

1.2.3 Electromagnetic cavities and mechanical resonators

The other basic ingredient of a mesoscopic QED device is the cavity, which is described by a quantized
bosonic field that can exchange energy with the artificial atoms. Typically, a single resonant mode of
given frequency is considered for each cavity. Any real cavity has a finite quality factor &, which is
connected to its energy decay rate ^ through & = l/^ (l is the resonance frequency of the mode).

Optical cavities have first been used in QED experiments and consist of conventional Fabry-Perot cavities
with large& up to 108 [92]. They provide ideal coupling to atoms and spins, through dipole and magnetic
interaction, respectively. Beside the Fabry-Perot cavities, other resonators working in the optical regime
have been envisaged, such as microsphere [93], microtoroidal [94], and photonic band-gap cavities [95].
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In the microwave regime, cavities are usually fabricated on-chip in superconducting circuits. In the
coplanar waveguide (transmission line) geometry, the resonator is built out of two ground conductors
on the side of a central superconducting wire, with two capacitors on the ends playing the role of the
mirrors of a conventional Fabry-Perot cavity [38, 96–98]. To achieve microwave frequencies, the size of
a waveguide is in the millimeter range, with quality factors of order & ≈ 103 − 104. Another example
of microwave resonator is offered by LC resonators, composed by an inductor and a capacitor, with
resonance frequency l = 1/√!�.
Nanomechanical resonators have attracted considerable interest in the last decade, because their ability to
respond to electrical and magnetic fields can lead to ultrasensitive force detectors [99, 100]. On the other
hand, they can be coupled to two- or few-level systems to investigate, prepare and detect quantum states
of mechanical vibration, or serve as a hybrid quantum information processing platform. Mechanical
resonators can vibrate at frequencies ranging from tens of MHz to a few GHz [101] with ultrahigh quality
factors [102]. Because of the low frequency, the thermal energy :�) is usually larger than the vibrational
energy ℏl. Hence, resonators need to be actively cooled in order to exhibit quantum behavior. To this
end, great theoretical [103–108] and experimental [109–114] effort has been devoted to the development
of cooling setups. Diverse types of mechanical resonators include cantilevers, doubly-clamped beams,
carbon nanotubes, nanodrums and membranes [101].

1.2.4 Engineering the interaction

The building blocks described above can be coupled together in order to realize hybrid systems that
enhance the properties and the advantages of its constituents. Utilizing the charge degree of freedom,
quantum dots can be dipole-coupled to microwave cavities [115, 116] achieving stroung coupling of
single electrons to photons [117–120]. The coupling can also be realized using mechanical resonators
such as carbon nanotubes [121, 122].

Other efforts have been focused on coupling electronic spin to mechanical resonators [99, 107, 123],
or to realize an effective spin-photon coupling based on spin-charge and charge-photon coupling with
quantum dots and microwave cavities [124–129].

Beyond the typical light-matter paradigm, other hybrid implementations have been oriented to couple
different oscillators: The optomechanical setup aims at achieving stroung coupling between mechanical
and optical or microwave resonators exploiting the radiation pressure mechanism [130, 131], while
recently, indirect coupling of macroscopic mechanical resonators hase been demonstrated [132–134].

The mesoscopic QED architecture with quantum dots is not simply an alternative tool to reproduce
atomic or circuit QED experiments. First, quantum transport is an important ingredient as it can
drive the system out of equilibrium. Hence, microwave photons can help to probe and detect these
nonequilibrium states [135–137]; on the other hand, microwave or mechanical cavities can themselves
exploit the out-of-equilibrium charge dynamics and become highly excited [138–144]. The present
Thesis will predominantly focus on this aspect. Secondly, the interface between the conductors and the
quantum dots can be made highly transparent, therefore increasing the tunnel coupling strength. For
superconducting contacts, this can lead to coherent splitting and recombination of Cooper pairs [145,
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146]. In other setups, strong induced correlation can enable detection of exotic states of matter, such as
Kondo resonances [147, 148] or Majorana bound states [149, 150].

1.3 Structure of this Thesis and goals

The main goal of this Thesis is to discuss and investigate a family of hybrid setups where quantum dots
(or Josephson junctions) are coupled to bosonic cavities (nanomechanical resonators or superconducting
microwave cavities), and drive the latter into highly nonequilibrium states through electron tunneling
events. I outline below the content of each Chapter:

• In Ch. 2 I introduce the theoretical and numerical framework upon which the main results are
obtained, i.e., theMarkovian quantummaster equation to study the evolution of typical mesoscopic
QED architectures.

• In Ch. 3 I discuss a solid-state implementation of a single-atom maser, which is realized using a
quantum dot in a spin-valve configuration between ferromagnetic contacts; I show how the systems
exhibits unique features, such as the breakdown of the rotating-wave approximation, widely used
in the light-matter interaction context, and a multistable lasing regime.

• In Ch. 4 I present a single-photon pump device based on a quantum-dot implementation of a
Cooper-pair splitter, where an effective coupling between two distant harmonic resonators can be
activated through Cooper-pair transport from a superconducting contact. This enables an efficient
photon transfer mechanism, as well as cavity ground-state cooling.

• In Ch. 5 I examine the theory of double-Cooper-pair tunneling in a voltage-biased Josephson
junction coupled to a microwave resonator. I analyze the transition regime between coherent
and incoherent double-Cooper-pair tunneling, and further show how the system can be used as a
single-photon source.

• In Ch. 6 I draw the conclusions and give an outlook on the work presented.
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Chapter 2

Theory of the quantum master equation

2.1 Introduction

Any realistic investigation of a quantum system requires taking into account its coupling to the rest
of the world. Therefore, the derivation of a suitable equation describing the dynamics of the density
matrix of a system is the primary ingredient both in the theoretical analysis and in the validation of
experimental data. In this Chapter, I will focus on a class of master equations that can describe faithfully
the solid-state devices presented in the following Chapters of the Thesis. Typically, these systems follow
a Markovian dynamics, since they are weakly coupled to an environment with many degrees of freedom,
and system-environment correlations are lost quickly when compared to the timescale on which the state
of the system varies appreciably.

The most general form of a Markovian master equation can be rigorously formulated in terms of the
generator of a quantumdynamical semigroup, giving rise to the standardGorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan-
Lindblad (GKLS or, more commonly, Lindblad) equation [151, 152]. Here, I will instead focus on a
derivation of the master equation which follows a well-developed microscopic approach and leads to the
Bloch-Redfield equation [153–155]. I will discuss critically the validity regime of the Bloch-Redfield
equation, showing the condition underwhich it has a Lindblad form. After presenting themaster equation,
I will briefly summarize a few commonly used methods (analytical and numerical) to solve it.

2.2 Microscopic derivation of the quantum master equation

The general recipe to treat an open quantum system is to identify a system, representing the portion of
the universe that one wants to closely investigate, which lives in an Hilbert space H( and is described
by a Hamiltonian �( and a density matrix d( . The system is coupled to an environment, described by
a state d� in an Hilbert space H� , and Hamiltonian �� . The coupling, realized through an interaction
Hamiltonian �� , induces system-environment correlations, such that the reduced dynamics of d( can no
longer be regarded as unitary (see Fig. 2.1). The total Hamiltonian of the universe may be written as

� (C) = �( ⊗ 1� + 1( ⊗ �� + �� (C), (2.1)
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universe
(d,H( ⊗ H� )

system
(d( ,H()
�(

environment
(d� ,H� )
����

Figure 2.1: Schematic picture of an open quantum system. The universe may be subdivided into a system weakly
coupled to an environment through the interaction Hamiltonian �� .

where 1{�,( } are identity operators acting on the corresponding Hilbert space. The total Hamiltonian
can be, in principle, time-dependent.

In order to make the problem tractable, many assumptions and approximations must be in order: One
needs to isolate the relevant parts to be comprised in the model, discarding effects and interactions which
can be safely neglected, and the system-environment coupling must be considered weak in a sense that
will be later clarified. In a typical solid-state or QED device, the system is composed of a few-level atom,
an artificial atom (a quantum dot or a superconducting qubit), a mechanical or electromagnetic resonator,
as well as any coupled arrangement of the above. The environment usually consists of metallic contacts
(fermionic baths of quasicontinuous states) or a bath of harmonic oscillators (substrate phonons, thermal
excitations, quasiparticles) in thermal equilibrium, to which the system is naturally coupled, giving rise
to relaxation and decoherence.

2.2.1 Liouville-von Neumann equation

The unitary evolution of the closed, isolated universe under Hamiltonian (2.1) is given by the Liouville-
von Neumann equation for d [156],

¤d(C) = −8[� (C), d(C)] ≡ L(C)d(C). (2.2)

We have introduced the Liovullian superoperator L, which will be of central importance throughout this
work. The general solution to Eq. (2.2) is given by

¤d(C) = T exp
[∫ C

0
3gL(g)

]
d(0), (2.3)
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whereT is the time-ordering operator and d(0) denotes the state at the initial time. For a time-independent
Liouvillian, Eq. (2.3) reduces to

¤d(C) = exp [LC] d(0). (2.4)

Equation (2.3) is equivalent to

¤d(C) = * (C, 0)d(0)*†(C, 0), (2.5)

with the time-evolution operator

* (C, 0) = T exp
[
−8

∫ C

0
3g� (g)

]
, (2.6)

which is unitary,* (C, 0)*†(C, 0) = *†(C, 0)* (C, 0) = 1, and satisfies

8
m

mC
* (C, 0) = � (C)* (C, 0). (2.7)

2.2.2 Interaction picture

Equations (2.2)-(2.5) are written in the Schrödinger picture, where the time evolution of the system falls
entirely on the state. The first step to obtain an equation for the reduced system density matrix d( is
move to the interaction picture with the respect to the coupling Hamiltonian �� . Let us write the total
Hamiltonian as � (C) = �0 + �� (C), where the evolution (i.e., the spectrum) of �0 = �( + �� is known
and given by

*0(C, 0) = exp[−8�0C] . (2.8)

The goal of the interaction picture is to split the global evolution as

* (C, 0) = *0(C, 0)*� (C, 0), (2.9)

where the subscript (·)� stands for “interaction picture”. For an operator $, the evolution of the
expectation value on the full state d can be written as

〈$ (C)〉 = Tr[$d(C)] = Tr[$* (C, 0)d(0)*†(C, 0)] = Tr[$*0(C, 0)*� (C, 0)d(0)*†� (C, 0)*†0 (C, 0)]
= Tr[$ � (C)d� (C)] .

(2.10)

In the last line, we have used the cyclic property of the trace and defined
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$ � (C) = *†0 (C, 0)$*0(C, 0), (2.11)

d� (C) = *†� (C, 0)d(0)*� (C, 0) = *†0 (C, 0)d(C)*0(C, 0). (2.12)

Differentiating Eq. (2.12) with respect to time and using Eq. (2.9) leads to the Liouville-von Neumann
equation in the interaction picture:

¤d� (C) = −8[�� (C), d� (C)] . (2.13)

Notice that �� (C) is the interaction Hamiltonian transformed to the interaction picture according to
Eq. (2.11).

To start the formal derivation of the master equation, it will be necessary to perform a partial trace over
the degrees of freedom of the environment, in order to get an equation for the reduced density matrix of
the system, d( = Tr� [d]. To this end, we will consider a specific form of the interaction Hamiltonian
�� , given by

�� =
∑
U

�U ⊗ �U, (2.14)

where �U are system operators and �U are bath operators. In the interaction picture, Eq. (2.14) transforms
into

�� (C) =
∑
U

�U,� (C) ⊗ �U,� (C), (2.15)

using Eq. (2.11). We will assume throughout for simplicity hermitian operators �U = �†U and �U = �†U,
although this is not a strict requirement, as long as �� is hermitian as a whole (see Appendix A.1).

The standard derivation of themaster equation stems from perturbation theory applied to Eq. (2.13), under
the assumption of weak coupling between the system and the environment, followed by the subsequent
application of the Born, Markov and secular approximations [155]. Let us first integrate formally
Eq. (2.13) and then insert the solution back on its right-hand side. After tracing over the environment,
we obtain

¤d( = −8Tr� {[�� (C), d(0)]} −
∫ C

0
Tr� {[�� (C), [�� (C ′), d(C ′)]]}3C ′. (2.16)

Equation (2.16) is exact, but depends on the full density matrix d at all previous times.

2.2.3 Born approximation

The Born approximation relies on the fact that the environment is large, such that it is barely perturbed
by the system, and the system-environment coupling is small: We assume that �� (C) ∼ O(Y), where Y is
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a small perturbative dimensionless parameter. The density matrix at all times is then assumed to be of
the form

d(C) = d( (C) ⊗ d� + O(Y), (2.17)

with the factorized initial density matrix d(0) = d( (0) ⊗ d�. Notice that the presence of the O(Y) term
is crucial to induce correlations between the system and the environment, which allow the state of the
system to evolve. After the Born approximation we obtain a perturbative expansion of Eq. (2.16) which
is valid to second order in Y:

¤d( = −8Tr� {[�� (C), d( (0) ⊗ d� ]} −
∫ C

0
Tr� {[�� (C), [�� (C ′), d( (C ′) ⊗ d� ]]}3C ′ + O(Y3). (2.18)

We now make the assumption

Tr{�U (C)d� } = 0. (2.19)

This is not a restrictive condition, as it is always possible to modify the system Hamiltonian and the bath
operators �U to let the trace vanish (seeAppendixA.2). Using the interactionHamiltonian decomposition
(2.14) and condition (2.19), Eq. (2.18) becomes

¤d( = −
∑
UV

∫ C

0
3C ′

{
�UV (C, C ′) [�U (C), �V (C ′)d( (C ′)] + �VU (C ′, C) [d( (C ′)�V (C ′), �U (C)]

}
, (2.20)

where we have defined the environmental correlation functions

�UV (C, C ′) = Tr{�U (C)�V (C ′)d� }. (2.21)

2.2.4 Markov approximation

Equation (2.20) is closed (depends only on d(), but it is non-Markovian, as d( must be known at all
previous times. However, under the weak-coupling and large-reservoir approximations, it is possible to
obtain a Markovian expression.

The next assumption in our treatment consists in assuming that the state of the environment is stationary,
i.e., it is in thermal equilibrium,

d� =
4−V��

Tr{4−V�� } , (2.22)

where V is the environmental inverse temperature. As a consequence, the environment Hamiltonian
commutes with the bath density operator, [�� , d� ] = 0. The correlation functions for a stationary bath
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satisfy the property

�UV (C, C ′) = �UV (g ≡ C − C ′), (2.23)

with

�UV (g) = Tr{48�� g�U4−8�� g�Vd� }. (2.24)

Assuming hermitian bath operators �U, we will have additionally �UV (g) = �∗VU (−g). The central
idea behind the Markov approximation is that, when the environment is large and its spectrum becomes
quasi-dense, the correlation functions �UV (g) will by strongly peaked around g = 0 and will decay to
zeromuch faster than the rate of variation of d( . The consequence of this is twofold: first, we are allowed
to replace d( (C ′) with d( (C) in Eq. (2.20); second, we can push the integration limits to C →∞. In order
to do this, we just make the change of variable g = C − C ′ in Eq. (2.20), obtaining

¤d( = −
∑
UV

∫ ∞

0
3g{�UV (g) [�U (C), �V (C − g)d( (C)] + �VU (−g) [d( (C)�V (C − g), �U (C)]}. (2.25)

After transforming back to the Schrödinger picture, we obtain

¤d( = − 8[�( , d( (C)]

−
∑
UV

∫ ∞

0
3g{�UV [�U, 4−8�( g�V48�( gd( (C)] + �VU (−g) [d( (C)4−8�( g�V48�( g , �U]}. (2.26)

Equation (2.26) is known as the Bloch-Redfield master equation [153–155]; it is local in time and trace-
preserving, but it is not guaranteed to preserve the positivity of the density matrix, because it cannot be
generally put in a Lindblad form. To deal with this, the secular approximation must be employed.

2.2.5 Secular approximation

To apply the secular approximation, it is crucial to start with the interaction picture master equation
(2.25). Let us define the energy eigenbasis of the system Hamiltonian

�( |=〉 = �= |=〉, (2.27)

allowing the possibility of degeneration (�= = �< for = ≠ <). We introduce the spectral decomposition
of the system operators �U through the relations
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�U (l) =
∑
=<

X(l<= − l) |=〉〈=|�U |<〉〈< |, (2.28)

�†U (l) =
∑
=<

X(l=< − l) |=〉〈=|�†U |<〉〈< |, (2.29)

with the Bohr frequencies l<= = �< − �=. The �U (l) satisfy
∑
l �U (l) = �U, and in the interaction

picture they become

48�( C�U (l)4−8�( C = 4−8lC�U (l). (2.30)

Introducing Eq. (2.30) into Eq. (2.25) we arrive at

¤d( =
∑
UV

∑
ll′

48 (l
′−l)CΓUV (l)

[
�V (l)d( (C)�†U (l′) − �†U (l′)�V (l)d( (C)

] + H.c., (2.31)

with the one-sided Fourier transforms of the bath correlation functions

ΓUV (l) =
∫ ∞

0
�UV (g)48lg3g. (2.32)

The secular approximation consists in neglecting the terms with l′ ≠ l in Eq. (2.31). For this to make
sense, one must assume that the timescale on which d( varies appreciably ismuch larger than the typical
values of |l′ −l |−1, such that the fast oscillating exponential terms in Eq. (2.31) can be averaged out to
zero if l′ ≠ l. Upon the secular approximation, we obtain

¤d( =
∑
UV

∑
l

ΓUV (l)
[
�V (l)d( (C)�†U (l) − �†U (l)�V (l)d( (C)

] + H.c. (2.33)

Now, we split the function ΓUV (l) into

ΓUV (l) = 1
2
WUV (l) + 1

2
fUV (l),

Γ∗VU (l) =
1
2
WUV (l) − 1

2
fUV (l),

(2.34)

where

WUV (l) = ΓUV (l) + Γ∗VU (l) =
∫ +∞
−∞ �UV (g)4+8lg3g,

fUV (l) = ΓUV (l) − Γ∗VU (l) =
∫ +∞
−∞ �UV (g) sgn(g)e+ilgdg.

(2.35)

With the help of Eq. (2.34), rearranging the terms in Eq. (2.33) yields the Lindblad form

¤d( = −8[�!( , d( (C)] +
∑
l

∑
U,V

WUV (l)
[
�V (l)d( (C)�†U (l) −

1
2
{�†U (l)�V (l), d( (C)}

]
. (2.36)
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The notation {·, ·} refers to the anticommutator. The operator

�!( =
∑
l

∑
UV

1
28
fUV (l)�†U (l)�V (l) (2.37)

is called Lamb-shift Hamiltonian, and its effect is a renormalization of the unperturbed energy levels of
the system, arising from the system-environment coupling. In most practical applications (including the
ones presented in this work) the Lamb shift is usually neglected. It can be shown that the matrix WUV (l)
is hermitian and positive [155], hence it is diagonalizable with positive damping coefficients yielding a
diagonal form of the master equation. In the special case where the energy dependence of the damping
coefficients can be neglected, the Lindblad form is particularly simple and given by

¤d( = −8[�!( , d( (C)] −
∑
U

WUD(�U)d( (C), (2.38)

where I have introduced the Lindblad dissipator with operator � acting on the state d,

D(�)d = �d�† − 1
2
{�†�, d}. (2.39)

2.2.6 Master equation in the energy representation

Asometimes useful representation of themaster equation (without employing the spectral decomposition)
is found by projecting Eq. (2.25) in the energy eigenbasis |=〉, which yields

¤d( =
∑
UV

∑
=<?@

ΓUV (l<=)48 [l<=−l@? ]C (�V)=<(�U)∗?@
{
!=<d( (C)!†?@ − !†?@!=<d( (C)

} + H.c. (2.40)

We have introduced the shorthands (�U)=< = 〈=|�U |<〉 and !=< = |=〉〈< | (the latter is the Lindblad
jump operator in the energy representation). The secular approximation amounts here to neglecting all
terms where l=< ≠ l@?. The Lindblad form of the master equation in the Schrödinger picture reads

¤d( = −8[�( + �!( , d( (C)] +
∑
=<?@

W=<,?@

[
!=<d( (C)!†?@ −

1
2
{!†?@!=<, d( (C)}

]
. (2.41)

The Lamb-shift Hamiltonian is �!( =
∑
=< f=<!=<, with matrix elements

f=< = − 82Xl<=
∑
UV

∑
?

fUV
(
l<?

) (�V)?<(�U)∗?=, (2.42)

and the damping coefficients in the dissipative part read explicitly

W=<,?@ = Xl<= ,l@?
∑
UV

WUV (l<=) (�V)=<(�U)∗?@ . (2.43)
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2.2.7 Equivalence to rate equations

A further, relevant simplification of the master equation can be made if the spectrum of the system
Hamiltonian �( is nondegenerate. In this case, the Kronecker delta functions appearing in the definitions
of the damping coefficients simplify into Xl<= → X<=. By looking at the equation for the populations
of the density matrix, d== = 〈=|d( |=〉, we obtain

¤d== =
∑
<

W=<,=<d<< −
[∑
<

W<=,<=

]
d==, (2.44)

i.e., populations only couple to the populations, while the coherences (d=< with = ≠ <) decay to zero.
The coefficients W=<,=< correspond to the transition rates from state < to =, and are equivalent to those
obtained by Fermi’s golden rule:

W=<,=< = F=←< =
∑
UV

WUV (l<=) (�V)=<(�U)∗=<. (2.45)

Equation (2.44) is known as Pauli master equation. It allows to compute the evolution of an open system
by taking into account only the populations of the eigenstates (which are # for a #-dimensional Hilbert
space of the system) and not the full density matrix (composed of #2 elements). Therefore, whenever
the conditions to use it apply, it is of great numerical advantage for a large system.

2.3 Solution of the master equation

I briefly present here a number of analytical and numerical tools than can be used to solve the master
equation, some of which are employed in the following Chapters of the Thesis. For simplicity, I will
restrict to the case of a master equation with time-independent Liouvillian, ¤d(C) = Ld(C), which can be
put in the diagonal form of Eq. (2.38). I will drop the subscript ( and reference to the system density
matrix as d.

2.3.1 Analytical techniques

2.3.1.1 Equation of motion

The master equation for the density matrix can directly used to compute the dynamical evolution of
the relevant expectation values of the system, by simply exploiting the relation 〈$8〉 = Tr[$8d], where
{$8} is a family of system observables. Usually, this leads to a system of first-order linear differential
equations involving the observables. If the system cannot be closed, further approximations may be
required. It is worth stressing that for infinitely-dimensional Hilbert spaces (e.g., systems involving
harmonic oscillators), this method is extremely useful. We write
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〈 ¤$8〉 = Tr[$8 ¤d] = Tr[$8Ld]

= −8〈[$8 , � + �!(]〉 +
∑
U

WU

[
〈�†U$8�U〉 −

1
2
〈{$8 , �†U�U}〉

]
.

(2.46)

For a finite-dimensional system, there exists a finite number of linearly independent observables {$8〉},
hence one will end up with a linear system of the form

〈 ¤$8〉 =
∑
9

"8 9 〈$ 9〉, (2.47)

where "8 9 are the entries of a matrix M.

2.3.1.2 Adjoint master equation and quantum regression theorem

Similarly to the Heisenberg evolution of closed systems, it is possible to derive a master equation in
which the state is kept constant while the system operators are left to evolve. This might be simply
implied from Eq. (2.47), yielding

¤$8 (C) = −8[$8 (C), � + �!(] +
∑
U

WU

[
�†U$8 (C)�U −

1
2
{$8 (C), �†U�U}

]
≡ L†$8 (C)

=
∑
9

"8 9$ 9 (C)
(2.48)

which is known as adjoint master equation with the hermitian conjugate of the Liouvillian, L† [155].
The time dependence in the operators implies we are working in the Heisenberg picture. Formally, this
follows from the relation

〈$8〉(C) = Tr( [$8d(C)] = Tr( [$84LC d] = Tr( [(4L†C$8)d], (2.49)

from which we define $8 (C) = 4L
†C$8 . Differentiating with respect to time yields Eq. (2.48). The

adjoint master equation becomes useful to calculate two-point correlation functions at different times,
by knowing only single-point correlation functions (expectation values), a result known as quantum
regression theorem [157, 158]. From

3

3g
$8 (C + g) = 3

3g
4L
† (C+g)$8 = L†$8 (C + g) =

∑
9

"8 9$ 9 (C + g), (2.50)

it follows

3

3g
〈$8 (C + g)$ 9 (C)〉 =

∑
9

"8 9 〈$8 (C + g)$ 9 (C)〉, (2.51)

i.e., the same matrix coefficients stemming from the dynamical equations of single operators can be
used. Two-time correlation functions are extremely useful when working with open systems, as they
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provide more statistical information than the expectation values. For example, the frequency spectrum
of photons emitted from a cavity is given by the Fourier transform of the correlation function

6 (1) (g) = 〈0†(C + g)0(C)〉, (2.52)

where 0 is the bosonic mode of the cavity.

2.3.1.3 Laplace transform

The Laplace transform method [159] is especially useful if one wants to compute the stationary state of
a system, satisfying ¤d = 0. The Laplace transform is defined as

d̃(I) =
∫ ∞

0
3C4−IC d(C), (2.53)

from which one deducts

d̃(I) = 1
I1 − L d(0). (2.54)

with the identity matrix in Liouville space, 1. The calculation of the inverse of the matrix I1−L is much
simpler that exponentiatingLC, but one is then left with the problem of inverting the Laplace-transformed
d̃(I) back to real time, which is usually achieved through contour integration in complex space after
identification of the poles of (I1 − L)−1. The stationary state of the system is formally obtained by
taking the limit

dst = lim
C→∞ d(C) = lim

I→0
Id̃(I). (2.55)

2.3.2 Numerical techniques

2.3.2.1 Numerical integration

To propagate numerically a master equation ¤d = Ld the general idea is time discretization into small
time steps ΔC. Explicit schemes rely on the recipe

d(C + ΔC) − d(C)
ΔC

= Ld(C), (2.56)

where L is applied to the “known” d(C), while implicit methods are, e.g.,

d(C + ΔC) − d(C)
ΔC

= L 1
2
[d(C) + d(C + ΔC)] . (2.57)

Other solution schemes exist, such as semi-implicit methods and splitting strategies. As an example of
an explicit method widely used for its stability, I briefly outline the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
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[160]. For a choice of step size ΔC, the density matrix at time C +ΔC (d=+1) is calculated from the density
matrix at time C (d=) according to

d=+1 = d= + 1
6
ΔC (:1 + 2:2 + 2:3 + :4), (2.58)

with

:1 = Ld=,

:2 = L
(
d= + 1

2
ΔC:1

)
,

:3 = L
(
d= + 1

2
ΔC:2

)
,

:4 = L (d= + ΔC:3) .

(2.59)

The method applies the Liouvillian four times for each time step, and is indeed equivalent to the fourth-
order expansion

d=+1 =
[
1 + ΔCL + 1

2!
(ΔC)2L2 + 1

3!
(ΔC)3L3 + 1

4!
(ΔC)4L4

]
d= + O{(ΔC)5}. (2.60)

2.3.2.2 Quantum trajectories (piecewise deterministic processes)

The basic idea underlying the quantum trajectories theory consists of rewriting the master equation as an
ensemble average over the individual stochastic trajectories of an initial pure state of the system [161–
163]. Specifically, an effective deterministic evolution is interrupted by stochastic jumps of the system,
due to the interaction with the environment. This means that the master equation can be represented
by a piecewise deterministic process (PDP) [155]. It is possible to achieve this result in several ways,
which correspond to different stochastic unravelings of the master equation. The choice of the unraveling
corresponds to a set of probabilistic decisions over time, which defines the evolution of the system (the
“trajectory”) and is inevitably lost in the ensemble-average representation of the density matrix. The
numerical advantage of the quantum trajectories method is great when dealing with large systems: For a
#-dimensional Hilbert space, solving numerically the full master equation requires the storage of O{#4}
elements of the Liouvillian. The PDP method involves only O{#2} elements instead. One must anyway
realize a large number " � 1 of trajectories starting from a pure state to guarantee a good ensemble
statistics, but typically " � #2 is sufficient.

A possible formulation of the quantum trajectories method can be devised in terms of photon counting
from a cavity using a detector. This corresponds to the “quantum jump” approach to damping, which I
will consider here. An equivalent derivation of a quantum trajectory follows from the description of the
conditional evolution of a system under a continuous measurement, conditioned on a stochastic record
of measurements, and is generally referred to as the “diffusive limit” of the master equation unraveling
[164, 165]. A common application of this limit is the homodyne or heterodyne detection of the field
leaving the cavity.
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The idea behind the quantum jump approach is to consider the following nonlinear equation for a state
|k(C)〉 of the system:

| ¤k〉 = −8
(
� − 8

2

∑
U

WU�
†
U�U

)
|k〉 + 1

2

(∑
U

WU〈k |�†U�U |k〉
)
|k〉. (2.61)

Its solution is given by [164]

|k(C)〉 = 4−8�eff C√
〈k(0) |48� †eff C4−8�eff C |k(0)〉

|k(0)〉, (2.62)

where I have introduced the nonhermitian Hamiltonian:

�eff = � − 82
∑
U

WU�
†
U�U. (2.63)

Clearly, Eq. (2.62) gives a deterministic evolution. To reproduce the correct Lindblad dynamics, it is
necessary to interrupt the deterministic dynamics with stochastic events (jumps). Defining the total
probability of a jump to occur within the time interval XC,

?jump = XC
∑
U

WU〈k |�†U�U |k〉 (2.64)

one needs to decide randomly which jump has occurred by updating the state according to

|k̃(C + XC)〉 = �U |k(C)〉, (2.65)

to be normalized. The probability for the U-jump to occur is given by

?U =
WU〈k(C) |�†U�U |k(C)〉

?jump/XC . (2.66)

If the jump has not occurred, the state is propagated according to Eq. (2.62). The numerical scheme is
summarized in Fig. 2.2, for the simplified case of a single jump operator 0. At time C, ?jump is computed.
Then, a random number A is generated. If ?jump < A, a jump is assumed to have taken place. The jump
operator 0 is applied to the state, and it is then normalized, giving |k(C + XC)〉. Conversely, if ?jump ≥ 1,
no jump has occurred and the nonunitary effective evolution with �eff is assumed.

Formally, the procedure described above is described by a stochastic Schrödinger equation, given by
[165]

|3k〉 =
(
−8�eff + 1

2

∑
U

WU〈k |�†U�U |k〉
)
|k〉3C +

∑
U

©«
�U |k√

〈k |�†U�U |k〉
− |k

ª®®¬ 3#U. (2.67)

The 3#U are Poisson increments, satisfying
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initialize
state
|k(C)〉

calculate
jump

probability
?jump � 1

?jump < A?

no jump
occurred

jump
occurred

evolve with �eff:
| k̃ (C+ XC) 〉 = 4−8�eff XC |k (C) 〉

apply jump:
| k̃ (C + XC) 〉 = 0 |k (C) 〉

normalize
|k̃(C + XC)〉

return
|k(C + XC)〉

compute
random
number

0 ≤ A ≤ 1

yes

no

Figure 2.2: Numerical scheme for the propagation of one time step in the quantum trajectories (PDP) method.

3#U3#V = XUV3#U, E[3#U] = XCWU〈k |�†U�U |k〉, (2.68)

where E[·] corresponds to the classical expectation value. It is possible to show that the ensemble
average E[|k〉〈k |] evolved with Eq. (2.67) satisfies the Lindblad master equation (2.38) [155, 165].

2.3.2.3 Steady-state solution

Of particular interest for this work is a method to look for the stationary state of the system dst, i.e., the
state reached for C → ∞. Instead of integrating numerically the master equation up to long times, one
may focus on the steady equation

¤d = Ld !
= 0. (2.69)

In this way, we modify the problem into a linear algebra one, which consists in finding the null space (or
kernel) of the Liouvillian operator L, i.e., the right eigenvector associated to the zero eigenvalue of the
matrixL. Being a standard problem, many methods exist to solve it [166]. The direct method, consisting
in simply computing the inverse L−1, cannot be used as L is singular, and it would be a formidable
numerical problem for a large system. An alternative is given by the Arnoldi iteration scheme to compute
the zero-eigenvector of L by finding an orthonormal basis for the Krylov subspace from some initial
guess state d0. The Arnoldi scheme is the basis for the GMRES (generalized minimal residual) method,
which is an efficient iterative procedure to compute dst [167].

Note that these methods are valid to solve in general the linear system �G = 1, and can thus be used also
to find the vector of steady populations which satisfies the stationary Pauli rate equations presented in
Sec. 2.2.7. In this case, one needs to find the vector dst satisfying
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∑
<

F=←<d<< −
∑
<

F<←=d== = 0, (2.70)

i.e., the kernel of the reduced LiouvillianW with entries

,=< = F=←< − X=<
∑
?

F?←<. (2.71)
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Chapter 3

Dynamical multistability in a quantum-dot
laser

The results presented in this Chapter are published in Ref. 168.

3.1 Introduction

One of the most remarkable paradigms of light-matter interaction is the laser [6, 169, 170], or maser,
when the emitted radiation wavelength falls in the microwave regime. The lasing mechanism is generally
based on a population inversion established in a gainingmedium, which interacts with the electromagnetic
field inside a cavity. The full quantum theory of the laser has been proposed in the pioneering works of
Scully and Lamb [171–173]. The gaining medium can be scaled down to a single emitter, realizing a
single-atom laser [174]. Later on, single-atom lasing action has been first observed experimentally in the
regime of strong atom-field coupling with a single caesium atom in a high-finesse optical cavity [175].
Unlike conventional lasers, one-atom amplifiers exhibit unique features such as thresholdless behaviour
(due to strong coupling), self-quenching, and a sub-Poissonian photon statistics reflecting the quantum
nature of both field and atoms [176]. Within the contest of cavity QED, a related setup is the micromaser
[2, 16, 177, 178], where a stream of excited atoms is injected into a cavity at a low rate, such that at most
one atom at a time resides in the cavity. The micromaser can display a succession of sharp transitions
in the cavity photon number and multistability, whereby two or more stable amplitudes of oscillation
coexist.

The study of single-emitter lasers and micromasers has been later extended to hybrid condensed matter
systems, where a number of theoretical models have been proposed and realized experimentally on
a variety of platforms, such as superconducting qubits [179–181], quantum dots embedded in optical
photonic crystals [182], devices based on Josephson junctions [183–186], and especially single or
double quantum dots [138–141, 187–194]. Recent experiments on self-sustained oscillations in carbon
nanotubes with ultra-high quality factors [142–144] are a key step towards the implementation of single-
atom phonon lasers utilizing mechanical resonators [195, 196]. Furthermore, the engineerization of
effective interactions between spins and oscillation (mechanical or electromagnetic) has attracted a lot of
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<latexit sha1_base64="lodxM7dXcOaFX0cAuemzd7qF5/Q=">AAAEX3icjVPfi9NAEN67Vu+Mevb0SXxZLMoJtbYnoi+FA0F8PNH7AU05NttpsnSzu+xO7lpD/gRf9W/z0f/ETRqhv4QbyGb4Zr6Zb5KdyEjhsNf7vbPbaN65u7d/L7j/4OHBo9bh43OnM8vhjGup7WXEHEih4AwFSrg0FlgaSbiIph/L+MU1WCe0+oZzA6OUxUpMBGfooa9H7NVVq93r9iqjm06/dtqkttOrw8ancKx5loJCLplzw37P4ChnFgWXUARh5sAwPmUxDL2rWApulFdaC/rCI2M60dY/CmmFLjNyljo3TyOfmTJM3HqsBLfFhhlOPoxyoUyGoPii0SSTFDUtB6djYYGjnHuHcSu8VsoTZhlH/3lWuii4MTOEGXYqr+q4dajO+FoYV883Wwy4UgnF9LtHJGCorYiFYlLCBMPyWIX9K8GwOoPQgm/MdZoyNc6r5CIPSxnagMqLyuVSOwij2OrMrBQv1vlVUV+ATfyki3xYpS0ygkp6KVmKyDI7z13CDLgus1bfuGIjPAaubXWPtgQXpM5STtd42am2JhEq3iQY7USZtzXImeSlwBLzkdwkGrV603U4lzBYUjLI/f+YQiegtzG/KlSCijEZvDV4W5J2+I/1zmDxf1otCzrUr+CcYiL4tENfSw/NiiLwm9df37NN5/y42+91+1+O2ycv6x3cJ8/Ic3JE+uQ9OSGfySk5I5zE5Af5SX41/jT3mgfN1iJ1d6fmPCEr1nz6F6Qrauk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lodxM7dXcOaFX0cAuemzd7qF5/Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lodxM7dXcOaFX0cAuemzd7qF5/Q=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lodxM7dXcOaFX0cAuemzd7qF5/Q=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="XO49zR+NVMCEQBHQ4S18AcNW/sk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XO49zR+NVMCEQBHQ4S18AcNW/sk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XO49zR+NVMCEQBHQ4S18AcNW/sk=">AAAEX3icjVPfi9NAEN67Vu+Mevb0SXxZLMoJtbYnoi+FA0F8PNH7AU05NttpsnSzu+xO7lpD/gRf9W/z0f/ETRqhv4QbyGb4Zr6Zb5KdyEjhsNf7vbPbaN65u7d/L7j/4OHBo9bh43OnM8vhjGup7WXEHEih4AwFSrg0FlgaSbiIph/L+MU1WCe0+oZzA6OUxUpMBGfooa9H0aurVrvX7VVGN51+7bRJbadXh41P4VjzLAWFXDLnhv2ewVHOLAouoQjCzIFhfMpiGHpXsRTcKK+0FvSFR8Z0oq1/FNIKXWbkLHVunkY+M2WYuPVYCW6LDTOcfBjlQpkMQfFFo0kmKWpaDk7HwgJHOfcO41Z4rZQnzDKO/vOsdFFwY2YIM+xUXtVx61Cd8bUwrp5vthhwpRKK6XePSMBQWxELxaSECYblsQr7V4JhdQahBd+Y6zRlapxXyUUeljK0AZUXlculdhBGsdWZWSlerPOror4Am/hJF/mwSltkBJX0UrIUkWV2nruEGXBdZq2+ccVGeAxc2+oebQkuSJ2lnK7xslNtTSJUvEkw2okyb2uQM8lLgSXmI7lJNGr1putwLmGwpGSQ+/8xhU5Ab2N+VagEFWMyeGvwtiTt8B/rncHi/7RaFnSoX8E5xUTwaYe+lh6aFUXgN6+/vmebzvlxt9/r9r8ct09e1ju4T56R5+SI9Ml7ckI+k1NyRjiJyQ/yk/xq/GnuNQ+arUXq7k7NeUJWrPn0L6glauo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XO49zR+NVMCEQBHQ4S18AcNW/sk=">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</latexit>

�"!
<latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit>

�#'
<latexit sha1_base64="lhvuRGmAuwjcOTbhMJWO47LxNSY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lhvuRGmAuwjcOTbhMJWO47LxNSY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lhvuRGmAuwjcOTbhMJWO47LxNSY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lhvuRGmAuwjcOTbhMJWO47LxNSY=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="GWkGo9EuHq2WOjv/sYG/UHazmws=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GWkGo9EuHq2WOjv/sYG/UHazmws=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GWkGo9EuHq2WOjv/sYG/UHazmws=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GWkGo9EuHq2WOjv/sYG/UHazmws=">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</latexit>

| "i
<latexit sha1_base64="xQTL6PBQFRb/sczHe4lE7p9ZOxk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xQTL6PBQFRb/sczHe4lE7p9ZOxk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xQTL6PBQFRb/sczHe4lE7p9ZOxk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xQTL6PBQFRb/sczHe4lE7p9ZOxk=">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</latexit>

| #i
<latexit sha1_base64="k+QnK2JVr3SNn9oFdAAqkJ+TZ80=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k+QnK2JVr3SNn9oFdAAqkJ+TZ80=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k+QnK2JVr3SNn9oFdAAqkJ+TZ80=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="k+QnK2JVr3SNn9oFdAAqkJ+TZ80=">AAAEc3icjVNNb9NAEN02AUr4SkGcelm1AXFI06QIwSVSJSTEsUikrRRH0XozsVdZ7652x02C8Y/hCr+IH8KdtROkfCF1JNujN/Nm3qx3QiOFw3b7995+pXrv/oODh7VHj588fVY/fH7ldGo59LiW2t6EzIEUCnooUMKNscCSUMJ1OPlYxK9vwTqh1VecGxgkLFJiLDhDDw3rLxvfg5GeKmatntLAMhVJaAzrJ+1WuzS67XSWzglZ2uXwsPLJl+FpAgq5ZM71O22Dg4xZFFxCXgtSB4bxCYug713FEnCDrNSf01ceGdGxtv5RSEt0lZGxxLl5EvrMhGHsNmMFuCvWT3H8YZAJZVIExReNxqmkqGlxGHQkLHCUc+8wboXXSnnMLOPoj2yti4KpmSHMsFl6ZcedQzVHt8K45XyzxYBrlVBMvnlEAgbaikgoJiWMMShe67D/xBiU71pgwTfmOkmYGmVlcp4FhQxtQGV56XKpHQRhZHVq1ornm/yyqC/Axn7SRT6s0xYZtVJ6IVmK0DI7z1zMDLhWeV9cvhUeAde2vFs7ggtScyWnZbzsRFsTCxVtE4x2osjbGeRM8kJggflIZmKNWp21HM4ldFeUdDP/PybQrNG7mF8fKkFFGHffGrwrSTv8x3pnMP8/bSkLmtSv5ZxiLPikSU+lh2Z5XvOb19ncs23n6rzVabc6X85PLl4vd/CAHJFj8oZ0yHtyQT6TS9IjnGTkB/lJflX+VI+qx9XGInV/b8l5QdasevoXZdFzFA==</latexit>

|0i empty
<latexit sha1_base64="zFC85y23tAza0c5pEAu5GHr3zeU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zFC85y23tAza0c5pEAu5GHr3zeU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zFC85y23tAza0c5pEAu5GHr3zeU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zFC85y23tAza0c5pEAu5GHr3zeU=">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</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="Fb7+yAcRqVH9EeKUmYC8Smfkico=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fb7+yAcRqVH9EeKUmYC8Smfkico=">AAAEX3icjVPfi9NAEN67Vu+Mevb0SXxZLMoJtbYnoi+FA0F8PNH7AU05NttpsnSzu+xO7lpD/gRf9W/z0f/ETRqhv4QbyGb4Zr6Zb5KdyEjhsNf7vbPbaN65u7d/L7j/4OHBo9bh43OnM8vhjGup7WXEHEih4AwFSrg0FlgaSbiIph/L+MU1WCe0+oZzA6OUxUpMBGfooa9H/NVVq93r9iqjm06/dtqkttOrw8ancKx5loJCLplzw37P4ChnFgWXUARh5sAwPmUxDL2rWApulFdaC/rCI2M60dY/CmmFLjNyljo3TyOfmTJM3HqsBLfFhhlOPoxyoUyGoPii0SSTFDUtB6djYYGjnHuHcSu8VsoTZhlH/3lWuii4MTOEGXYqr+q4dajO+FoYV883Wwy4UgnF9LtHJGCorYiFYlLCBMPyWIX9K8GwOoPQgm/MdZoyNc6r5CIPSxnagMqLyuVSOwij2OrMrBQv1vlVUV+ATfyki3xYpS0ygkp6KVmKyDI7z13CDLgus1bfuGIjPAaubXWPtgQXpM5STtd42am2JhEq3iQY7USZtzXImeSlwBLzkdwkGrV603U4lzBYUjLI/f+YQiegtzG/KlSCijEZvDV4W5J2+I/1zmDxf1otCzrUr+CcYiL4tENfSw/NiiLwm9df37NN5/y42+91+1+O2ycv6x3cJ8/Ic3JE+uQ9OSGfySk5I5zE5Af5SX41/jT3mgfN1iJ1d6fmPCEr1nz6F6wfaus=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fb7+yAcRqVH9EeKUmYC8Smfkico=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fb7+yAcRqVH9EeKUmYC8Smfkico=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="93ygq9NO3s0vULbR24i0moVfncM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93ygq9NO3s0vULbR24i0moVfncM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93ygq9NO3s0vULbR24i0moVfncM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93ygq9NO3s0vULbR24i0moVfncM=">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</latexit>

�"!
<latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BT1XBF5G0Q57yzOR8VX8pf+p5V4=">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</latexit>

�#'
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Figure 3.1: Spin-valve-based quantum dot laser. (a) Amicrowave photon cavity or (b) a nanomechanical resonator
mode are coupled to the spin of an electron in a quantum dot, in contact with ferromagnetic leads carrying spin-
polarized current. (c) The system can be mapped onto a three-level single-atom laser, where electrons are pumped
into the up-spin level, interact coherently emitting photons into the cavity, and decay into the empty-dot state by
tunneling into the right lead.

theoretical and experimental attention over the past few years [107, 117, 123–125, 127, 128, 197–200]
(see Ch. 1).

In this Chapter, I present an implementation of a single-atom laser based on the interaction between
the electron spin in a quantum dot and a resonant cavity [168]. The quantum dot is in a spin-valve
configuration: It is tunnel coupled to ferromagnetic conductors having noncollinear magnetizations
[201–203]. As a result, the electron transport is highly spin-dependent and influenced by the spin-flip
processes due to the coupling with the resonator. Within this approach, a phonon laser based on the
spin-valve mechanism has been proposed [204]. Here, I show that our setup represents not only a
simple mapping of a widely-studied theoretical model—the one-atom laser—on a solid-state platform.
By contrast, it allows access to a novel and rich regime of multistable laser dynamics. This phenomenon
arises from the breakdown of the rotating-wave approximation (RWA), which is believed to hold when
the effective coupling between light and matter 6 remains small, when compared to the typical energy
separation in the uncoupled subsystems (namely, the energy splitting Δn of the two-level system and the
cavity frequency l0).

After introducing the system and the model, I provide a semiclassical analysis to explain the multistable
behavior, which agrees beautifully with the numerical simulations performed within a full quantum
treatment of the resonator. While the multistable regime of a mechanical oscillator or of a microwave
resonator may be in principle detected through optical detection or quantum state tomography of a cavity,
we show instead that it maps directly on the electron transport through the quantum dot: The current
displays a telegraph-like noise, associated with current jumps between different state of stability of the
resonator.

3.2 Quantum-dot laser in the spin-valve setup

The system I am considering is depicted in Fig. 3.1. It consists of a quantum dot in the single-electron
regime, with two nondegenerate spin levels (| ↑〉, | ↓〉), of energy difference Δn . The dot is embedded
between two ferromagnetic contacts, which carry a spin-polarized current of opposite polarization. The
magnetization axis of the leads is chosen parallel to the quantization axis of the electronic spin in the
dot. The spin interacts with a single mode of a local resonator of frequency l0, which can be either a
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microwave cavity or a nanomechanical resonator and is naturally damped through a thermal bath. The
Hamiltonian of the total system is given by

�tot = � + �leads + �tun + �bath + �osc-bath. (3.1)

Here, � is the dot-resonator system Hamiltonian, �leads describes the ferromagnetic contacts, �tun

provides the electron tunneling between dot and leads, �bath describes a generic bosonic bath to which
the resonator is damped through the coupling term �osc-bath. The different contributions read:

� = n0(=↑ + =↓) +
Δn
2
(=↑ − =↓) +*=↑=↓ + l01

†1 + 6(1 + 1†) (3†↑3↓ + H.c.), (3.2)

�leads =
∑
a=!,'

∑
:f

(Ya:f − `a)2†a:f2a:f , (3.3)

�tun =
∑
a=!,'

∑
:f

+af (2a:f3†f + H.c.), (3.4)

�osc-bath = 1� + H.c. (3.5)

Let us first describe in detail the system Hamiltonian �: I have labeled with n0 the average energy of the
spin levels in the dot, with Δn their energy separation, and with* > 0 the Coulomb repulsion strength for
the doubly-occupied state. The cavity mode (of frequency l0) is coupled with strength 6 to the quantum
dot through the spin-oscillator interaction term. 3f is the fermionic operator annihilating an electron of
spin f on the dot (f = {↑, ↓} = {+,−}); =f is the corresponding number operator. The cavity mode is
described by the bosonic annihilation operator 1.

The ferromagnetic leads are described in �leads by Fermi gas Hamiltonians, with 2a:f the annihilation
operator for an excitation of momentum : and energy na:f on the lead a kept at chemical potential `a .
+af is the electron tunneling amplitude. Finally, � describes a generic operator of the bosonic bath
coupled linearly to the resonator. The three reservoirs are assumed to be at separate thermal equilibria at
temperature ) (but can be at different chemical potentials).

3.3 Quantum master equation

In this Section, I derive the Markovian master equation describing the dynamics of the system density
matrix d, under the coherent evolution given by Eq. (3.2) and the dissipative mechanisms due to the
electron tunneling and the resonator damping. The external environment is governed by the Hamiltonian
�� = �leads + �bath, and it interacts with the system through �int = �tun + �osc-bath. Assuming that
the weak-coupling and large reservoir limits, the Born-Markov approximation holds (see Ch. 2). The
Wangsness-Bloch-Redfield master equation for the system (in the Schrödinger picture) reads [153, 205]:

¤d(C) = −8[�, d(C)] −
∫ ∞

0
3gTr� {[�int, [�int(−g), d(C)dleads(0)dbath(0)]]} ≡ Ld(C). (3.6)
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Here, dleads(0) and dbath(0) represent the states of the reservoirs at the initial time (C = 0); L is the
total Liouvillian superoperator. Its action on d can be decomposed into the sum of a coherent part
(L� d = −8[�, d]) and a dissipative part Lleadsd + Lbathd.

In order to simplify Eq. (3.6), I make three important assumptions:

(i) A large bias voltage + is applied symmetrically to the leads, such that `! = 4+/2, `' = −4+/2,
with + � {:�) ;l0;Δn}. The Fermi functions 5a (G) = {exp[(G − `a)/:�)] + 1}−1 are then
5! ≈ 1 and 5' ≈ 0, with no energy dependence. This means that electron transport is allowed
from the left to the right lead, while it is completely suppressed in the opposite direction.

(ii) The Coulomb repulsion strength * is the largest energy scale in the system, such that the doubly-
occupied state in the quantum dot becomes energetically inaccessible, and it cannot be thermally
populated. Thus, it can be projected out from the electronic Hilbert space. Formally, we have
* � 4+ � {:�) ;l0;Δn}. Consequently, the coherent dynamics given by Hamiltonian (3.2) only
involves the two spin states (| ↑〉, | ↓〉). This allows us to map Eq. (3.2) into the Rabi Hamiltonian
[4, 5]:

� =
Δn
2
fI + l01

†1 + 6(f+ + f−) (1 + 1†). (3.7)

The Coulomb term in Eq. (3.2) has been removed, and we have mapped the dot operators to the
Pauli algebra through =↑ − =↓ → fI and 3†↑3↓ → f+, after projecting out the empty and the
doubly-occupied states from the dot Hilbert space. Notice that, however, the empty state |0〉 must
be taken into account in the open dynamics: In the single-electron regime, transport through the
dot necessarily involves the third state |0〉.

(iii) The spin-resonator coupling strength 6 is small compared to the typical bare energy scale of the
two subsystems, i.e., 6 � {Δn ;l0}. This allows us to safely treat Eq. (3.6) in the local basis |=, f〉
of the uncoupled system (= is the Fock number of the resonator), deriving a local master equation
[206].

Under assumptions (i)-(iii), the time integrals in Eq. (3.6) can be performed and they lead to a quantum
master equation in Lindblad form:

¤d = −8[�, d] +
∑
f

[Γf! D(�†f)d + Γf'D(�f)d] + ^(1 + =�)D(1) + ^=�D(1†). (3.8)

Within the wide-band approximation, whereby the spectral densities of the fermionic reservoirs are
energy-independent, the electronic tunneling rates are given by Γfa = 2c |+af |2daf , where daf is the
spin-f density of states at the Fermi level of lead a. Since the leads are ferromagnetic, the spin dependence
of the tunneling rates can be written in terms of the polarizations %a of the leads as Γfa = Γa (1+f%a)/2,
with 0 ≤ %a ≤ 1. Although for standard ferromagnetic contacts (Co and PdNi alloys) %a does not
exceed 0.5 [124, 128, 202], it can be equal to unity for half-metallic leads [207]. In the following,
without losing generality in the results, I will assume a symmetric and opposite polarization of the leads,
i.e., %! = −%' = %, allowing us to write the tunneling rates as
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Figure 3.2: Energy ladder of the uncoupled dot-resonator system (black lines). When Δn ≈ l0, the RWA
Hamiltonian (3.10) describes the hybridization of the pairs {| ↑, =〉, | ↓, =+1〉}, giving rise to the Jaynes-Cummings
doublet [green lines, Eq. (3.11)]. The energy separation of each doublet grows proportionally to 6
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= + 1.
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)
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,

Γ↑' = Γ'

(
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2

)
, Γ↓' = Γ'

(
1 + %

2

)
.

(3.9)

In the electronic dissipators, we have replaced the fermionic operator 3f with �f = (1 − =−f)3f ,
such that the population and the coherences involving the doubly-occupied state are forced to vanish, as
required by the large Coulomb repulsion limit.

For the cavity, ^ = l0/& is the decay rate (& is the quality factor), and =� = [exp(l0/:�)) − 1]−1 is
the average number of excitations in the thermal bath at the resonator frequency.

The steady state dst of Eq. (3.8), obtained by solving ¤d = 0, is the central object that I will employ
to calculate the relevant stationary expectation values for the system, together with the cavity Fock
distribution. The numerical steady solution of Eq. (3.8) has been found using qutip [208].

3.4 Single-atom laser within the rotating-wave approximation (RWA)

3.4.1 RWA Hamiltonian and Jaynes-Cummings model

The theoretical treatment of the single-atom laser usually relies upon the so-called rotating-wave approx-
imation (RWA). It consists in replacing the Rabi model Hamiltonian with the Jaynes-Cummings (JC)
one [8]:

�RWA =
Δn
2
fI + l01

†1 + 6(f+1 + f−1†). (3.10)

Equation (3.10) can be derived from the Rabi Hamiltonian (3.7) by moving to interaction picture and
assuming a small detuning X � l0 + Δn , with X = |l0 − Δn |. Further, one must also ensure that
6
√
= � {l0;Δn}, where = is the cavity Fock number. In Fig. 3.2, I sketch the effective interaction
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described by the JC model, close to resonance, i.e., X ≈ 0. The interaction (3.10) mixes only the states
| ↑, =〉 and | ↓, = + 1〉. Diagonalizing the interaction in the subspace spanned by these two states yields
the JC doublet

|=+〉 = cos
(
\

2

)
| ↑, =〉 + sin

(
\

2

)
| ↓, = + 1〉,

|=−〉 = − sin
(
\

2

)
| ↑, =〉 + cos

(
\

2

)
| ↓, = + 1〉,

(3.11)

with eigenenergies �=± = l0

(
= + 1

2

)
± 1

2

√
462(= + 1) + X2 andmixing angle \ = arctan

(
26
√
=+1
X

)
. Notice

that the doublet splitting is proportional to 6
√
= + 1, i.e., the eigenvalue ladder of the JC Hamiltonian is

anharmonic. If 6
√
= + 1 becomes comparable with the bare level separation of the uncoupled system,

Eq. (3.10) is no longer valid, as doublets with different quantum number = become closer in energy,
and their interaction (which is not captured by the RWA Hamiltonian) cannot be neglected anymore.
For atom-field cavity systems, 6/l0 ∼ 10−7 − 10−6 [1], hence Eq. (3.10) remains valid also for photon
numbers = � 1 characteristic of laser emission. However, as the technological development in solid-state
devices pushes the ratio 6/l0 order of magnitudes higher, a more careful consideration on the validity
of the RWA is necessary when designing systems with large photon number.

3.4.2 Density matrix theory

Using Eq. (3.10) in Eq. (3.8), it is possible to obtain the approximate analytical expression for the steady-
state Fock distribution of the cavity, ?= (details of the calculations for a simplified case are provided in
Appendix B, following the works of Scully and Lamb [6, 172]). In particular, when close to the resonant
condition Δn = l0, the ?= is obtained through the following recursive equation:


=^

(
6
6thr

)2

1 + =
�2
B

(
6
6thr

)2 + ^=�
 ?=−1 = ^(1 + =�)?=, (3.12)

with the quantities

�2
B =

Γ!Γ'%
(2Γ! + Γ')^ , 6thr =

√
Γ'^

4

[
2Γ! (1 + %2) + Γ' (1 − %2)

4Γ!%

]
. (3.13)

I will refer to �2
B as the saturation number and to 6thr as the lasing threshold coupling. The solution of

Eq. (3.12) reads

?= = ?0
N=
D=

(
=�

=� + 1

)=
. (3.14)

Here, I have introduced the Pochhammer symbol (or rising factorial) 0= = 0(0 + 1) (0 + 2) · · · (0 + =− 1)
and defined the quantities
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N = 1 + �
2
B

=�
+ �2

B

6thr
6
, D = 1 + �2

B

6thr
6
. (3.15)

The prefactor ?0 is the zero-Fock occupation number and is determined from the normalization condition∑∞
==0 ?= = 1, leaving us with

?0 =
1

2�1

(
1,N ;D; =�

=�+1
) , (3.16)

with the hypergeometric function 2�1(0, 1; 2; I). At zero temperature, one finds instead
?0 =

[
1�1(1; �2

B6
2
thr/62; =�/(=� + 1)]−1, with the confluent hypergeometric function 1�1(0; 1; I). A

more interesting quantity is represented by the average photon number, =̄ =
∑∞
==0 =?=, which is found to

be

=̄ = �2
B

[
1 −

(
6thr
6

)2
]
+ =� + =� (=� + 1)

(
6thr
6

)2
?0. (3.17)

The analytical expression Eq. (3.14) allows also to calculate also the second moment of the distribution,
=2, and from it the Fano factor [6, 209], defined as

F = =
2 − =̄2

=̄
. (3.18)

The Fano factor yields a measure of the dispersion of a probability distribution, compared to the variance
of a Poissonian distribution (where it is equal to the mean). The Poissonian distribution has a Fano factor
equal to 1, and is characteristic of a classical laser. A sub-Poissonian distribution (F < 1) can be instead
signature of quantum behavior in the resonator, as the distribution tends to be more narrow and different
from a classical field. The resulting expression for the Fano factor is

F = 1 + =� + 1(
6
6thr

)2
+ =�+�2

B
=�+1

− U?0, (3.19)

where I have gathered in U an unimportant factor multiplying ?0. At zero temperature and far above
threshold (6 � 6thr), the above expression becomes

F = 1 + 1(
6
6thr

)2
+ �2

B − 1
. (3.20)

The Fano factor is peaked around the threshold coupling, where quantumfluctuations increase, witnessing
a dramatic change in the Fock distribution, analogously to a phase transition. Above threshold, the
analytical expression predicts that F tends to the Poissonian value, F = 1.

In Fig. 3.3(a)-(b), I have collected the analytical results for both =̄ and F , together with their comparison
to a numerical calculation using the full master equation and the RWA Hamiltonian and to the result
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from a semiclassical analysis (see below).

3.4.3 Semiclassical theory

Equation (3.8) allows us to derive the equation of motion for the expectation value of a system operator
$, defined as 〈$〉 = Tr($d):

〈 ¤$〉 = − 8〈[$, �]〉 +
∑
f

[
Γf!

(
〈�f$�†f〉 −

1
2
〈{$, �f�†f}〉

)
+ Γf'

(
〈�†f$�f〉 −

1
2
〈{$, �†f�f}〉

)]
+

+ ^(1 + =�)
(
〈1†$1〉 − 1

2
〈{$, 1†1}〉

)
+ ^=�

(
〈1$1†〉 − 1

2
〈{$, 11†}〉

)
.

(3.21)

Using the RWA Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.21), one is able to derive a nonlinear set of dynamical equations
which govern the system. For simplicity, let us set % = 1 and =� = 0. The equations read:

〈 ¤=↑〉 = −Γ! 〈=↑ − =↓〉 − 86〈1f+ − 1†f−〉 + Γ! , (3.22)

〈 ¤=↓〉 = Γ'〈=↓〉 + 86〈1f+ − 1†f−〉, (3.23)

〈 ¤f−〉 =
(
−8Δn − Γ'

2

)
〈f−〉 + 86〈(1 + 1†) (=↑ − =↓)〉, and c.c., (3.24)

〈 ¤1〉 =
(
−8l0 − ^2

)
〈1〉 − 86〈f−〉, and c.c. (3.25)

Equations (3.22)-(3.25) contain expectation values involving both spin and cavity operators: Writing
equations of motions for these terms will involve higher order operators and lead to an infinite hierarchy
of equations, which cannot be solved. To close the set of equations, the semiclassical approximation
is needed. It consists in replacing the bosonic operator 1 by the complex number U = �48q. � and q
correspond to the semiclassical amplitude and phase of the resonator, respectively. The semiclassical
approximation basically amounts to neglecting the quantum fluctuations in the resonator. Let us now
switch to a rotating frame with the replacements 〈f−〉 → 〈f−〉4−8Δ n C and U → U4−8l0C . Further, I set
the spin quantities (G = 〈f+ + f−〉, (H = −8〈f+ − f−〉, (I = 〈=↑ − =↓〉, and the total dot occupation
?1 = 〈=↑ + =↓〉. Finally, we consider the special case where Γ! = Γ'/2 = Γ in Eq. (3.9): With
this condition, the equation for ?1 decouples from the rest of the system and can thus be disregarded.
However, it is worth remarking that this condition does not alter the physical results, but merely yields a
simplification in the analytical calculations. At resonance (Δn = l0) one obtains the set of equations
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¤(G = −Γ(G − 26� sin q(I , (3.26)
¤(H = −Γ(H − 26� cos q(I , (3.27)
¤(I = Γ − Γ(I + 26�

(
sin q(G + cos q(H

)
, (3.28)

¤� = − ^
2
� + 6

2
(− sin q(G + cos q(H

)
, (3.29)

¤q = − 6
2�

(
cos q(G − sin q(H

)
. (3.30)

The equations for � and q have been obtained by transforming the corresponding equations for U and
U∗, using U = �48q. The system (3.26)-(3.26) is a nonlinear system describing lasing oscillations in the
resonator, under the influence of the spin dynamics (driven by the single-electron tunneling at rate Γ).
It easy to study the stability of the resonator by setting the time derivatives to zero and looking for the
stationary solution. The solution is independent on q, which can be set to zero. For finite polarization
% < 1, the dynamical equation for the resonator amplitude is

¤� = − �
2

^ −
262%
Γ

1 +
(

26�
Γ

)2

 = −
�

2
[^ + WRWA(�)] . (3.31)

In the latter equality, we have defined an effective, negative nonlinear damping WRWA(�): It encompasses
the driving effect of the electron dynamics, opposing the natural damping of the resonator at decay rate ^.
By setting ¤� = 0, we obtain a nonlinear algebraic equations with two steady solutions for the occupation
number =̄ = �2, i.e.:

=̄ = 0 and =̄ = �2
B

[
1 −

(
6thr
6

)2
]
. (3.32)

The saturation number and threshold coupling read

�2
B =

Γ%
2^
, 6thr =

√
Γ^
2%
, (3.33)

respectively. Notice that they are in full agreement with Eq. (3.13), obtained with the full quantum
approach. The stability analysis of Eq. (3.31) reveals a bifurcation point at 6 = 6thr: for 6 ≤ 6thr, the only
(stable) solution is =̄ = 0, corresponding to absence of lasing. For 6 > 6thr, =̄ = 0 is an unstable solution,
while the other solution with large =̄ is the stable one. For a large coupling, 6 � 6thr, the nonlinear
damping WRWA essentially loses its dependence on 6. This causes the average occupation number to
saturate to the value �2

B . Notice that the �-dependence of WRWA is crucial to obtain a finite steady value
for =̄. For completeness, I report here the more general expression of WRWA for arbitrary tunneling rates
and % = 1 (obtained by including the equation for ?1 in the stationary solution of the system), which is
given by
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WRWA(�) = − 62Γeff

62�2 + ΓeffΓ'/4
, (3.34)

where Γeff = Γ!Γ'/(2Γ! + Γ'). Accordingly, the expressions for saturation number and threshold
coupling become

62
thr =

Γ'^
4
, �B =

√
Γeff
^

(3.35)

The lasing threshold for fully polarized leads only depends on the right-tunneling rate Γ', as a conse-
quence of the large Coulomb repulsion in the dot: Since only one electron can reside in the system at a
given instant, a photon-emission event can only take place if the electron has tunneled out into the right
contact. A large value of Γ' pushes the threshold for lasing to appear to higher values of 6.

In Fig. 3.3 I summarize the analytical results obtained with the semiclassical approximation and with the
density matrix approach of Sec. 3.4.2, together with the numerical results. The analytical expression for
=̄ agrees well with the numerics. However, the Fano factor is slightly overestimated by the density matrix
approach. Indeed, the numerics predicts a sub-Poissonian Fock distribution for the resonator, with F
well below one. This can be observed more closely by inspecting the ?= distributions in Fig. 3.3(c)-(e)
for below threshold, slightly above threshold, and far above threshold couplings 6, respectively. The
sub-Poissonian statistics is a typical signature of the single-atom laser [175, 176, 179]. In the Scully-
Lamb approach, an ensemble average over many atoms is considered, which results in a decrease of total
quantum fluctuations between atoms and resonator [172]. By contrast, as the size of the gaining medium
is shrunk down to the limit of one atom, quantum fluctuations become important and are reflected in the
emitted radiation: The photon stream tends to be “anti-bunched”, i.e., a delay exists between emission
of two consecutive photons. The Fano factor below one also tells us that the number of photons emitted
within a time is less random than the classical laser.

By looking at the average number of photons in Fig. 3.3(a), it is apparent that the value of 6
√
=̄ becomes

of the same order of magnitude as l0 when above threshold: Despite a relatively low bare coupling
strength 6 ≈ 0.05l0, one has 6

√
=̄ ≈ 0.3l0 at saturation, which calls into question the validity of the

RWA approach (see Sec. 3.4.1). Notice also that this is obtained with a resonator of modest quality factor
& = 103, proving a remarkable efficiency of the pumping mechanism provided by the spin-valve setup.

3.5 Beyond the rotating-wave approximation: Multistability

In the previous Section, I have analyzed the lasing behavior of the quantum-dot laser assuming the
validity of the RWA Hamiltonian (3.10). However, the a posteriori analysis of the results reveals a
peculiarity of our system with respect to similar (atomic and solid-state) implementations of the single-
atom laser: The spin-dependent transport yields a very large photon emission efficiency (for the case of
full polarization and negligible spin relaxation processes, each electron passing through the dot emits
one photon), such that the quantity 6

√
=̄ becomes comparable to the bare resonator frequency l0, even

for relatively low values of the ratio 6/l0. Consequently, without the technologically challenging need
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to enter the ultrastrong-coupling regime (characterized by 6/l0 ∼ 1, see Ch. 1), the system is expected
to show a clear and unique deviation from the RWA physics.

A clear proof of this hypothesis is offered by simply comparing the computation of =̄ and F obtained
with the JC Hamiltonian and the full Hamiltonian, see Fig. 3.4 (on resonance). While the RWA predicts
that the average number saturates to �2

B with increasing 6, without any other changes developing, the
full calculation shows a drop in =̄ even before reaching saturation, followed by a series of jumps. These
jumps are associated to subsequent peaks in the Fano factor. By inspecting the Fock distribution obtained
numerically close to the first jump in =̄, one can see that it shows two peaks, suggesting a bistable behavior
of the resonator, see inset of Fig. 3.4(c).

To understand the origin of this behavior, we resort below to a semiclassical approach similar to the
one developed in the previous Section, in order to obtain a more accurate expression for the effective
nonlinear damping, Weff (�), to which the resonator is subject: The observation of an oscillatory behavior
of =̄ must be linked to a nonmonotonic dependence of Weff on the semiclassical amplitude �, which,
however, has to agree with the RWA expression Eq. (3.34) in the appropriate limit.

3.5.1 Semiclassical equations beyond RWA

The semiclassical approach utilized in Sec. 3.4.3 can be extended beyond the RWA by using the full Rabi
Hamiltonian (3.7). First, Eqs. (3.22)-(3.25) are replaced by

〈 ¤=↑〉 = −Γ! 〈=↑〉 − Γ! 〈=↓〉 − 86〈(1 + 1†) (f+ − f−)〉 + Γ! , (3.36)

〈 ¤=↓〉 = −Γ'〈=↓〉 + 86〈(1 + 1†) (f+ − f−)〉, (3.37)

〈 ¤f−〉 =
(
−8Δn − Γ'

2

)
〈f−〉 + 86〈(1 + 1†)fI〉, and c.c., (3.38)

〈 ¤1〉 =
(
−8l0 − ^2

)
〈1〉 − 86〈f+ + f−〉, and c.c. (3.39)

After the semiclassical approximation, setting again Γ! = Γ'/2 = Γ, % = 1 and Δn = l0, and moving
to the rotating frame as above, the system can be written as

¤(G = −Γ(G − 26�[sin(2l0C − q) + sin q](I , (3.40)
¤(H = −Γ(H − 26�[cos(2l0C − q) + cos q](I , (3.41)
¤(I = −Γ(I + 26�{[sin(2l0C − q) + sin q](G + [cos(2l0C − q) + cos q](H} + Γ, (3.42)

¤� = − ^
2
� + 6

2
{[sin (2l0C − q) − sin q] (G + [cos (2l0C − q) − cos q] (H

}
, (3.43)

¤q = − 6
2�

{[cos (2l0C − q) + cos q] (G − [sin (2l0C − q) + sin q] (H
}
. (3.44)

Contrary to the RWA case, this nonlinear set of equations does not have a stationary solution in the
rotating frame: The resonator will approach a limit-cycle oscillating solution. A more thorough analysis
is then necessary to gain further quantitative information on the long-time limit behavior of the resonator
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dynamics. The basic idea consists in studying Eqs. (3.40)-(3.44) in Fourier space, deriving an effective
expression for the nonlinear damping of the resonator, Weff . To achieve this, it is crucial to exploit the
fact that the dynamics of the resonator amplitude � is slow compared to the electronic driving and to the
oscillations themselves, a condition satisfied when ^ � {Γ; 6;l0}. I also assume that, eventually, the
phase of the oscillator in the rotating frame is almost constant. As in the RWA case, the final result will
be independent on q and it can be set to 0. This can be checked empirically by solving numerically the
time-dependent equations (3.40)-(3.44) and looking at the long-time behavior of �(C). It is then possible
to average the charge dynamics [determined by Eqs. (3.40)-(3.42)] over a resonator period T = 2c/l0,
during which � can be considered constant. In this way, one can calculate the coarse-grained effect of
the charge dynamics on the resonator amplitude. Averaging Eq. (3.43) over T , we obtain

¤̄� = − ^
2
�̄ + 6

2T
∫ T

0
3C ′

{
sin(2l0C

′)(G (C ′, �̄) + [cos(2l0C
′) − 1](H (C ′, �̄)

}
, (3.45)

where �̄ = 1/T
∫ T

0 3C ′�(C ′). The cosine term in the integration acts as a Fourier filter, eliminating all
Fourier components of (G and (H except for the ones oscillating at ±2l0C. The Fourier transforms of the
spin quantities are defined as

(: (C) =
+∞∑
==−∞

4−28l0=C( (=): ,

( (=): =
1
T

∫ T

0
3C(: (C)428l0=C ,

(3.46)

with : = G, H, I. Because (: (C) is real, then ( (−=): = ( (=)∗: , and Eq. (3.45) becomes

¤̄� = − ^
2
�̄ + 6

2
{−( (0)H + Re[( (1)H ( �̄) − Im[( (1)G ( �̄)]]} = −

�̄

2
[^ + Weff ( �̄)] . (3.47)

The nonlinear damping is given by

Weff ( �̄) = − 6
�̄

{
Re[( (1)H ( �̄)] − Im[( (1)G ] − ( (0)H

}
. (3.48)

Equation (3.48) can be recast to be dependent only on ( (0)I and ( (1)I . First, we write the equations for the
spin variables assuming constant � as the vector equation

¤®((C) = ΓD̂I − Γ ®((C) + ®((C) × ®�(C), (3.49)

with D̂I the unit vector in I-direction and

®�(C) =
(
�G (C)
�H (C)

)
= 26�

(
−1 − cos (2l0C)

sin (2l0C)

)
. (3.50)

Equation (3.49) describes themotion of a spin under a varying effectivemagnetic field ®�(C). The behavior
of its solutions is similar to that seen in previous studies on cQED and optomechanical systems [183,
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184, 210], although in this case a closed approximate analytical solution cannot be found. However, we
can look at Eq. (3.49) in Fourier space using expansion (3.46), which yields a recursion relation for the
Fourier coefficient ( (=)I in terms of ( (=±1)

I . It reads:

[
j−1
= +

(
26�
Γ

)2 (
j= + j=−1 + j=+1

2

)]
( (=)I = X=,0 −

(
26�
Γ

)2 ( j= + j=+1
2

( (=+1)I + j=−1 + j=
2

( (=−1)
I

)
.

(3.51)

We have introduced the generalized dimensionless susceptibility j= = Γ/(Γ + 28=l0). Equation (3.51)
is a matrix equation with an infinite band-diagonal matrix, having only three nonzero diagonals, and
a constant vector. It can be solved numerically by truncating the resulting matrix, since the Fourier
coefficients decay rapidly for increasing =. In practice, using = ≈ 15 is sufficient to ensure convergence
for the cases considered here. After solving numerically Eq. (3.51), one can find ( (=)G and ( (=)H in terms
of ( (=)I , and plug the solution into Eq. (3.48), obtaining

Weff ( �̄) = −2_2

Γ

[
4l2

0

Γ2 + 4l2
0
( (0)I − Im

(
2l0

Γ + 28l0
( (1)I

)]
. (3.52)

The treatment can be readily generalized for Δn ≠ l0. In this case, the Fourier coefficients of (I will
satisfy
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( (=)I =
X=,0 −

(
26�
Γ

)2 (
j+=+j−=

2 ( (=+1)I + j
+
=−1+j−=−1

2 ( (=−1)
I

)
(j−=−1)−1+(j+=)−1

2 +
(

26�
Γ

)2 (
j+=+j−=+j+=−1+j−=−1

2

) , (3.53)

with the generalized susceptibilities

j−= =
Γ

Γ + 8 [2l0= + (l0 − ΔY)] , j+= =
Γ

Γ + 8 [2l0= + (l0 + ΔY)] . (3.54)

For Δn = l0, we recover j−= = j= and j+= = j=+1. The expression for the nonlinear damping is then
given by

Weff ( �̄) = −262

Γ


4l0Δn

Γ2
(
1 + Δ n 2−l2

0
Γ2

)2
+ 4l2

0

( (0)I − Im


2Δn

Γ

(
1 + Δ n 2−l2

0
Γ2

)
+ 28l0

( (1)I



. (3.55)

3.5.2 Multistability analysis of the resonator

The behavior of the nonlinear damping as a function of the time-average amplitude �̄ is shown at
resonance (Δn = l0) in Fig. 3.5. At low amplitudes, and for low tunneling rates Γ, Weff ≈ WRWA, i.e.,
the RWA is recovered. By contrast, if Γ is increased, the nonlinear damping shows a nonmonotonic
and oscillatory behaviour, with maxima close to points 6�̄ ≈ 9l0, with 9 integer. Whenever the curve
of −Weff is equal to the intrinsic damping rate ^, a limit cycle for the resonator amplitude is found. As
pictured in Fig. 3.5, the oscillatory behaviour of Weff permits the coexistence of multiple solutions. The
stability of the limit cycles will depend on the gradient of 3 �̄/3C with respect to �̄ according to the
standard analysis, i.e., a limit cycle is stable if the gradient is negative [184, 211].

Equation (3.55) allows us to compute the number of stable solutions also off-resonance (Δn ≠ l0),
yielding the complex stability diagram pictured in Fig. 3.6(a). To test the validity of the results, it is
straightforward to compare these results to the numerics, by computing the number of peaks in the steady-
state Fock distribution [Fig. 3.6(b)]. Notice that the two predictions are almost equivalent, witnessing a
good performance of the semiclassical approximation. In Fig. 3.6(c)-(f), I further show the average Fock
occupation and the actual Fock distribution in three characteristic points of the (Δn, 6) parameter space,
indicating one, two and three peaks.

To conclude this Section, I remark a strong advantage of the semiclassical approximation. Because its
good agreement with the numerical calculation has been verified, it can be used to predict the onset
of bi- and multistability at much lower coupling strengths, 6 < 10−3l0, and large quality factors,
& > 105, which are most likely to be reached in real experiments (see below, Sec. 3.7). Furthermore,
the average number of photons in these cases will be generally much higher, and the semiclassical
approximation is expected to work even better. In the results shown above, I was able to compare
numerics and semiclassical models only for modest values of &, yielding multistability only at large
couplings 6 ≈ 0.1l0. For larger &, the numerical solution of the master equation requires taking into
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account many more Fock states for the resonator Hilbert space (up to = & 500), making the search for
the steady state prohibitively slow and memory-consuming.

3.6 Detecting lasing and multistability with transport measurements

In this Section, I describe a method to efficiently detect the lasing state in the resonator as well as the
multistability. With a large bias voltage between the leads, transport is only allowed from left to right.
The average stationary current through the right lead will simply be proportional to the populations of
the spin levels, according to

� = 4(Γ↑'d↑ + Γ
↓
'd↓), (3.56)

where 4 > 0 is the elementary charge. This result can also be rigorously derived using full-counting
statistics (seeAppendix C andRefs. 212–216). For fully polarized leads, Eq. (3.56) reduces to � = 4Γ'd↓,
and offers a simple energy balance condition between the average number of photons in the cavity and
the average current:

^=̄ =
�

4
. (3.57)

Equation (3.57) states that the outgoing flux of quanta of oscillation equals the ingoing flux of electrons
in the system. When the resonator is deep into the lasing state, the small quantum fluctuations (sub-
Poissonian photon statistics) reflect in the electron counting statistics through the right electrode, and
the average current is much larger than its variance, Δ �. Therefore, a time-monitoring of the current
provides an indirect measure of the oscillator amplitude, as sketched in Fig. 3.7(a).

3.6.1 Current jumps and two-state model

When the resonator is bistable, it is still possible to exploit current measurements to detect the bistability.
For a well-developed bistability, the resonator exists in a mixed state containing two different limit cycles,
which in the semiclassical pictures consist of well-separated amplitudes �I and �II, with probabilities
PI and PII. Quantum mechanically, we have seen that the bistability appears as doubly-peaked Fock
distribution, see inset of Fig. 3.4(c) and Fig. 3.6(e), with the area of the peaks roughly corresponding toPI

and PII. If PI ≈ PII, the resonator amplitude switches randomly between the two well-defined plateaus
of values �I and �II. Since the current is closely connected with the resonator state, it is reasonable to
assume that a time-monitoring of the current in the bistable scenario will display a telegraph dynamics:
The current will randomly switch between plateaus of different average current, associated with different
amplitudes of oscillation [217]. Figure 3.7(b) illustrates this situation with a qualitative diagram. The
semiclassical treatment offers a natural interpretation of this behavior, since for each stable solution
�I, �II, one has a different solution for the average current, �I and �II.

Without resorting to a time-dependent numerical simulation of the system dynamics, we can still predict
whether the current will display a telegraph dynamics. Three conditions must be satisfied:
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(i) The two states interested by the bistability should have similar probabilities, PI ≈ PII;
(ii) The variance associated to each current plateau should be smaller than their distance, i.e.,

Δ �I, Δ �II � |�II − �I |; (3.58)

(iii) Each plateau should have a sufficiently long lifetime, such that separated jumps can be observable.

Under conditions (i)-(iii), the system can be approximated with a classical two-state model, with the
transition rates,I→II and,II→I. The probabilities are related to the rates through

PI =
,II→I

,I→II +,II→I
, PII =

,I→II
,I→II +,II→I

, (3.59)

and the average current will be given by the weighted average

�tsm =
,II→I�I +,I→II�II
,I→II +,II→I

. (3.60)

Another relevant quantity is the zero-frequency (shot) current noise, given by

((0)tsm =
4PIPII (�I − �II)2
,I→II +,II→I

, (3.61)

where the numerator corresponds to the two-state current variance [218]. The idea is now the following:
In order to prove conditions (ii) and (iii), I first take a steady resonator state satisfying (i), such as the one
depicted in Fig. 3.6(e). Notice that the ?= between the two peaks is negligible, i.e., the two maxima of ?=
are well separated. I identify PI and PII as the area of each peak, i.e., the sum of the ?= underlying each
peak. Next, I set to zero the density matrix elements corresponding to one of the two states, obtaining
two truncated density matrices which carry the information of each state separately. Using Eq. (3.56), I
can calculate both �I and �II. To estimate the variance associated with each current state, we can use

Δ �I,II ≈
√
Γ'((0)I,II, (3.62)

where ((0)I,II is the zero-frequency shot noise. It can be calculated numerically using the full-counting
statistics method, see Appendix C, using the truncated states. In this way, we can check condition (ii).
Finally, we have access to the sum of the rates,,I→II +,II→I, by computing numerically the noise, ((0),
using the full density matrix, and then comparing it to the two-state relation Eq. (3.61). The individual
rates follow through Eq. (3.59). One must then ensure a posteriori that both rates are much smaller than
^, which is the relaxation rate of the resonator, giving condition (iii).

In Fig. 3.7(c)-(d), I demonstrate the appropriateness of the two-state approximation for a parameter region
where the oscillator develops a bistability. The solid blue line in Fig. 3.7(d) shows Eq. (3.56) calculated
numerically, while the dotted lines are the single-state currents, with probabilities pictured in panel (c).
The orange dashed line is the result of Eq. (3.60), which agrees well with the full numerics.

To further check the validity of the two-state model, it is possible to exploit the properties of the
Liouvillian superoperator L of the system. If the system is truly bistable, the current noise is dominated
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by a very slow timescale, which is the real part of the smallest nonzero eigenvalue, _1, of L. If _1 is
small in magnitude and well-separated from the others (i.e., |_1 | � |_? | for ? > 1), one can discard the
other eigenvalues, and identify −Re _1 = ,I→II +,II→I by comparison with Eq. (3.61). In Fig. 3.7(e),
I report the behavior of −Re _1 and the sum of rates obtained with the two-state model (in the bistable
region of Δn , where the calculation makes sense). Despite a small difference, the agreement is quite
good, showing that the dynamics of the system can truly be approximated by only two states.

The method presented above can be in principle generalized to detect more than two current plateaus,
providing a simple way to detect multistability in the resonator, without the need to resort to optical
detection of a mechanical motion or quantum state tomography techniques (for the case of microwave
cavities).

3.7 Experimental feasibility: Multistability in nonideal cases

The scope of this Section is to provide a realizability study for the system, by considering a number
of processes which can hinder the onset of lasing and multistability in the cavity. Specifically, I will
consider: (a) The effect of finite polarization (% < 1) in the leads; (b) the effect of spin relaxation in the
quantum dot; (c) for low-frequency mechanical oscillators, the effect of finite temperature and Duffing
nonlinearity.

3.7.1 Effect of finite temperature and finite polarization

At finite polarization, a fraction of the total current passing through the quantum dot is elastic, i.e.,
no energy is exchanged with the resonator. This inevitably leads to a lower pumping efficiency, and
it is natural to understand how sensitive lasing and multistability are to a decrease in ferromagnetic
polarization. As a further detrimental effect, I consider here an environmental temperature which is
large when compared to the resonator frequency, i.e., ) � l0. This condition is usually fulfilled for
mechanical resonators such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which are a good candidate for an experimental
realization of our system, see below. Indeed, their low mechanical frequency (l0/2c ≈ 100 MHz)
requires taking into account thermal fluctuations. Conversely, for microwave cavities in the GHz regime,
=� = 0 is usually a good approximation at cryogenic temperatures. In Fig. 3.8, I report the numerical
calculation of the average occupation of the oscillator in the steady state, together with the stability
diagram for a nonideal case () = 10l0 and % = 0.5): The qualitative picture is not destroyed, as lasing
and multistability are retained. More specifically, the lasing threshold is pushed to a larger coupling
strength, according to Eq. (3.13), as well as the onset of bi- and multistability. The thermal noise smears
out the transitions to the lasing state.

3.7.2 Effect of spin relaxation

The spin the quantum dot may be subject to spin relaxation processes due to interactions with bulk
phonons in the substrate [219], or through spin-orbit coupling in CNTs [220, 221]. The overall effect of
spin relaxation is to cause spin flip without photon emission into the cavity, as it does not come from
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Figure 3.8: Effect of finite temperature and finite polarization. (a) Average occupation number in the oscillator at
resonance as a function of the dot’s energy splitting Δn and of the spin-resonator coupling strength 6. (b) Stability
diagram of the resonator. Italic numbers indicate the number of distinct peaks in the Fock distribution. Parameters:
& = 103, Γ = 0.1l0, % = 0.5, and ) = 10l0.
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Figure 3.9: Effect of spin relaxation in the quantum dot. (a) Average phonon occupation on resonance as a function
of 6, for increasing values of spin relaxation rate Wsr. (b) Average phonon occupation as a function of Δn and 6,
for Wsr = 10−3l0. (c)Stability diagram of the resonator for Wsr = 10−3l0. The italic numbers indicate the number
of distinct peaks in the Fock distribution. Parameters: & = 103, Γ = 0.1l0, % = 0.5, and ) = 10l0.

coherent energy exchange. Its role is therefore similar to the effect of finite polarization. To model the
spin relaxation, I assume a typical energy relaxation time )1, but neglect a general inhomogeneous pure
dephasing term of characteristic timescale )q. This is justified as this term generally arises in CNTs from
hyperfine coupling of the electronic spin to the nuclear spin of 13C atoms, whose natural abundance in
carbon is less than 1% [220]. Taking the spin relaxation rate to be Wsr = )−1

1 , I simply add a dissipator
Lsrd = WsrD(f−) [d] to the master equation (3.8) and search for the stationary state. It is reasonable to
assume that if Wsr is much smaller than the generalized Rabi frequency 6� and of the tunneling rates Γ,
the resonator dynamics is expected to be unperturbed. In Fig. 3.9(a), we observe how lasing mechanics
is noticeably suppressed for Wsr/l0 = 10−2. For the case of a CNTQD setup, the relaxation time in
single-walled CNTs was reported to be )1 ≈ 100 µs at ) = 4 K corresponding to a relaxation rate of
10 kHz. At low temperature () ≈ 20 mK), one can expect a substantial decrease of this value. In Figs.
3.9(b)-(c) I report the average cavity occupation and the stability diagram for Wsr = 10−3l0.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of Duffing nonlinearity on the lasing, for the case of a nanomechanical resonator. (a) Average
occupation for the oscillator as a function of 6 for three different values of the Duffing nonlinearity parameter Ṽ,
without spin relaxation (Wsr = 0). (b) Average occupation for the oscillator as a function 6 and Δn for Wsr = 10−3l0
and Ṽ = 10−4l0. (c) Stability diagram of the oscillator for Wsr = 10−3l0 and Ṽ = 10−4l0: the italic numbers
indicate the number of distinct peaks in the Fock distribution. The rest of the parameters read: & = 103, Γ = 0.1l0,
% = 0.5, and ) = 10l0.

3.7.3 Effect of Duffing nonlinearity

Nanomechanical resonators such as suspendend carbon nanotubes can be intrinsically weakly nonlinear,
a property which is expected to play an important role when the amplitude of oscillations is amplified as
described by our results. I include a nonlinear term of Duffing type [211] into Hamiltonian (3.2), which
is modified into

� =
Δn
2
fI + l01

†1 + Ṽ
4
(1 + 1†)4 + 6(f+ + f−) (1 + 1†). (3.63)

I have introduced Ṽ = VG4
ZPM, where V is the Duffing nonlinearity parameter and GZPM =

√
ℏ/2<l0 is the

zero-point amplitude of the oscillator (ℏ has been temporarily restored for clarity). To realistically estimate
Ṽ, let us consider a carbon nanotubewithmass approximately given by< = c!3/1315, where ! and 3 are
length and diameter in meters, respectively [222, 223]. A typical mass of < ≈ 10−21 kg gives zero-point
fluctuations of order GZPM ≈ 10 pm for a frequency l0/2c = 100 MHz. Experimentally, the geometrical
nonlinearity parameter for a nanotube is positive (V > 0) and of order V/< = 1035 N kg−1 m−3 [121,
224]. It follows that Ṽ/2c ≈ 1 kHz, i.e., Ṽ/l0 ≈ 10−5. We neglect the electrostatic nonlinearity arising
from strong coupling effects between the leads and the nanotube and from single-electron tunneling,
which is in general orders of magnitude smaller and is proportional to Γ � l0. By solving the master
equation with Hamiltonian (3.63) for the steady state, I report the average cavity occupation as a function
of 6 in Fig. 3.10(a). Finally, Figs. 3.10(b)-(c) show that the combined presence of finite temperature,
finite polarization, spin relaxation and Duffing nonlinearity can still preserve the main features of the
system (lasing and bistability), despite the largely nonideal case.

3.7.4 Implementations

The spin-resonator interaction lies at the heart of the physics described in this Chapter, and is the
main ingredient to be sought after experimentally. Spin-valve-based carbon nanotube quantum dots
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(CNTQDs) constitute a promising route to implement the model. Indeed, spin-valve effect in CNTs
has been demostrated with substantial spin polarization [124, 202], and CNTQDs have inherently small
spin relaxation rate [220, 221] as well as huge quality factors [102]. Very recently, suspended CNTs
have witnessed a revival interest because of their ability to support self-sustained oscillations with large
amplitudes and even bistability, when driven by electron tunneling [142–144, 225]. The spin-resonator
interaction in suspended CNTQDs has been the object of theoretical investigations [107, 123, 197], where
an interaction strength 6exp ≈ 1 MHz is predicted for a typical resonance frequency l0/2c = 100 MHz.
For & = 106, % = 0.5, Γ = 0.05l0, the threshold coupling can be as low as 6thr ≈ 1.6 × 10−4l0, well
below 6exp.

Another relevant platform that can be used to realize this single-atom laser is based on spin valves
coupled to microwave cavity photons. In the past few years, a great technological effort has been
put into reaching an effective strong coupling between spin and photons, using, e.g., CNTQDs and
superconducting microwave cavities [124, 128], silicon-based devices [125, 126, 226], and quantum dots
in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures [127, 129, 200]. Hence, it is arguable that our device can stimulate
further works in this direction.

3.8 Conclusions

To conclude, I have analyzed here a model for a single-atom laser using a quantum-dot spin valve. This
single-atom laser relies on a spin-polarized current pump from ferromagnetic leads into a quantum dot,
where the spin is coupled to themotion of a resonator. I have shownhow the spin-resonator coupling yields
a very efficient photon emission in the resonator, such that the conventional rotating-wave approximation
(RWA) breaks down, despite the relative weak bare coupling achievable between spin and cavity. As a
consequence ofRWA-breakdown, the resonator can develop amultistable behavior, which is characterized
by the presence of multiple peaks in its Fock distribution, and can be detected through simple current
measurements: As each stable amplitude carries a definite current value, time-monitoring of the current
shows telegraph switching between different current plateaus, as long as each stable state is sufficiently
long-lived. I have analyzed the stability of the system using numerical simulations, supporting the results
with a semiclassical explanation; similarly, the numerical experiments showing telegraph dynamics in
the current have been confirmed by a simple two-state classical model, which assumes that the resonator
state can be approximated by two well-distinct states with similar occupation probabilities. In view
of an experimental realization, I have shown how the lasing and the multistability still survive when
nonideal scenarios are considered, such as high environmental temperature, finite polarization of the
leads, Duffing nonlinearities for the case of a mechanical resonators, and spin-relaxation processes in
the quantum dots. From the above analysis, it is arguable that this system represents a unique platform
for investigating the coherent dynamics of a spin coupled to a resonator beyond the RWA, but without
the need to access ultrastrong couplings. Further, our work raises a range of interesting theoretical and
experimental questions about the extent to which multistable lasing can be controlled and exploited, e.g.,
in nonlinear amplifiers or force sensing devices.
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Chapter 4

Single-photon pump by Cooper-pair
splitting

The results presented in this Chapter are published in Ref. 227.

4.1 Introduction

One of themost remarkable features of hybrid quantum-dot-based systems is the possibility of engineering
correlations between distant subsystems and giving rise to nonlocal effects, which are inherently quantum
mechanical. A relevant example is represented by the Cooper pairs in a superconductor, which are a
natural source of entangled electrons. Cooper pairs can be split using a Cooper-pair splitter (CPS),
a device widely studied both theoretically [228–242] and experimentally [145, 146, 243–251], while
retaining their quantum correlations. It has been shown recently that these correlations can also give rise
to peculiar thermoelectric effects [252–255]. On the other hand, I have shown in the previous Chapters
how mesoscopic QED devices have proven to be excellent tools to couple electronic and bosonic degrees
of freedom, enabling, in turn, the possibility to control heat exchange [256–260]. The purpose of this
Chapter is to conceive and analyze a device that bridges the existing gap between the study of heat flows
in quantum-dot-based [261–263] and circuit-QED devices.

I consider a CPS consisting of a superconducting lead, which is put in the proximity of two quantum dots.
Each dot is further linearly coupled to a local harmonic resonator, constituted by a microwave cavity or
a nanomechanical oscillator. The system is sketched in Fig. 4.1. As I show below, it is possible to obtain
full control over heat and photon exchange between the two resonators by merely tuning the energy level
of the quantum dots to match internal resonances of the coupled system. I will first present the model
Hamiltonian and the master equation to describe the behavior of the system numerically. Next, I will
develop an effective Hamiltonian formalism that explains with simplicity the induced nonlocal coupling
between the cavities due to the superconductor, and the resulting heat exchange. Finally, I will quantify
and discuss the efficiency of the heat transfer by computing an appropriate figure of merit.
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<latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">AAAC5HicbVJNb9QwEPWGrxI+2sKRS8QWxKFaJb3AsRIHOBbBthXr1cpxJrtWHduyJ2VXUf4BN+BIf03/RP8NzseBbDtSnKeZN/P8MkmNFA7j+GYU3Lv/4OGjncfhk6fPnu/u7b84dbq0HKZcS23PU+ZACgVTFCjh3FhgRSrhLL342NTPLsE6odU33BiYF2ypRC44Q5/6fkA/saJgi68Hi71xPInbiG6DpAdj0sfJYn90TTPNywIUcsmcmyWxwXnFLAouoQ5p6cAwfsGWMPNQsQLcvGqvXEdvfCaLcm39ozBqs/93VKxwblOknlkwXLntWpO8qzYrMf8wr4QyJYLinVBeygh11PiPMmGBo9x4wLgV/q4RXzHLOPqvNFBR8MOsEdZ42KJW8U5Th9mlMK73t+4MhlQCUm3FUigmJeRIm2OY9q8V0vYMqQUvw7XfhsqqllxXtBHVBlRVt5BL7YCmS6tLMxheb/e3Q/0AlntfHR+GbR0j9HtPtrd8G5weTZJ4knw5Gh+/7f+AHfKKvCbvSELek2PymZyQKeFEkd/kL7kK8uBn8Cv401GDUd/zkgwiuPoHlEzyTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAvG8YH0WTbFYWIDu0U1nE+8EDw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s44bINglfzvXrF9KOxl24HP3yDs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s44bINglfzvXrF9KOxl24HP3yDs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5LPL+Tg4P7r+X5xl9SeIjxCv2Vo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qTBsNx8vOyRUefqk0FH9KTYCWbk=">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</latexit>

L R$!
<latexit sha1_base64="sqXO61hKrwPCPOfUefMHKDNpCpY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sqXO61hKrwPCPOfUefMHKDNpCpY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sqXO61hKrwPCPOfUefMHKDNpCpY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sqXO61hKrwPCPOfUefMHKDNpCpY=">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</latexit>

$'
<latexit sha1_base64="rpAPQuo1IiEDmYO/Xu505XIueoo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rpAPQuo1IiEDmYO/Xu505XIueoo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rpAPQuo1IiEDmYO/Xu505XIueoo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rpAPQuo1IiEDmYO/Xu505XIueoo=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of a Cooper-pair splitter with two quantum dots coupled to local resonators.

4.2 Double-quantum-dot Cooper-pair splitter coupled to resonators

4.2.1 Cooper-pair splitter in quantum-dot setup

In order to write the full Hamiltonian of the system, I first briefly derive the effective Hamiltonian for a
CPS in the limit of large superconducting gap Δ [264, 265]. A superconductor is tunnel-coupled to two
quantum dots with spin-degenerate levels, each in contact with a metallic lead through a tunneling barrier
(see Fig. 4.1). In principle, one can include finite intradot (*U) and interdot (*) Coulomb repulsion
strengths. The Hamiltonian for the dots thus reads:

�DQD =
∑
U=!,'

[
nU

∑
f

3†Uf3Uf +*U#U↑#U↓
]
+*

∑
ff′

#!f#'f′ . (4.1)

The index U = !, ' labels the left and right dot, respectively; 3Uf is the fermionic annihilation operator
for an electron in the U-dot with spin f, energy nU and corresponding number operator #Uf . The three
leads are indexed by j = !, ', ( (left, right, and superconducting). We can write the Hamiltonian as
follows:

�j =
∑
:f

(Yj: − `j)2†j:f2j:f − Xj,(Δ
∑
:

(
2j−:↓2j:↑ + H.c.

)
. (4.2)

The normal leads are described by Fermi liquids with fermionic annihilation operators 2j:f . They are
kept at a fixed chemical potential `j. The superconductor is described by the BCS term with pairing
potential Δ (assumed real and positive without loss of generality), and its chemical potential is taken as
the reference point, `( = 0. Next, we take into account the tunneling between the three leads and the
quantum dots:

�tun,# =
∑
:f

[
+#!2

†
!:f3!f ++#'2†':f3'f + H.c.

]
, (4.3)

�tun,( =
∑
:f

[
+(!2

†
(:f3!f ++('2†(:f3'f + H.c.

]
. (4.4)

The tunneling amplitudes +# U and +(U have been introduced.The CPS Hamiltonian is then given by
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�CPS = �DQD +
∑
j �j + �tun,# + �tun,( .

4.2.2 Large-gap and large-Coulomb-repulsion limit

Before introducing the master equation that governs the system dynamics, we consider the limits of large
gap, Δ →∞, and large intradot Coulomb repulsion,*U →∞.
The first approximation allows us to integrate out the superconducting degrees of freedom in the Hamil-
tonian, as the quasiparticles are inaccessible and no dissipation mechanism is introduced. We then obtain
for the CPS:

�eff
CPS = �DQD −

∑
U=!,'

Γ(U
2

(
3†
U↑3

†
U↓ + H.c

)
−
√
Γ(!Γ('

2

(
3†
'↑3

†
!↓ − 3

†
'↓3

†
!↑ + H.c.

)
. (4.5)

In Eq. (4.5), we identify two contributions to the DQD Hamiltonian: The first term describes local-
Andreev reflection [264, 266], whereby a Cooper pair can be transferred from the superconductor to a
quantum dot (and vice-versa), with amplitude Γ(U = 2cd( |+(U |2 (d( is the density of states at the Fermi
level of the superconductor, assumed energy-independent). The second term describes cross-Andreev
reflection: Cooper pairs can be split and recombined between the central superconductor and both
quantum dots, building up nonlocal correlations between the two. The effective cross-Andreev coupling
will be denoted by Γ( =

√
Γ(!Γ('.

The large-*U approximation is usually fulfilled in experiments since the charging energy of the dots can
reach several meV and is therefore larger than all other energy scales in the system [146]. Physically, this
means that double occupation in the dots is energetically inaccessible, and the local-Andreev reflection
contributions in Eq. (4.5) can be neglected. The CPS Hamiltonian becomes

�eff
CPS = �DQD − Γ(2

(
3†
'↑3

†
!↓ − 3

†
'↓3

†
!↑ + H.c.

)
. (4.6)

Notice that, for large *U, the relevant Hilbert spaces for the double dot system is spanned by nine
states: The empty state |0〉, four singly occupied states |Uf〉 = 3†Uf |0〉, the singlet state |(〉 =

1√
2

(
3†'3

†
!↓ − 3

†
'↓3

†
!↑

)
|0〉, the unpolarized triplet state |)0〉 = 1√

2

(
3†
'↑3

†
!↓ + 3

†
'↓3

†
!↑

)
|0〉 and two polar-

ized triplet states |)f〉 = 3†'f3†!f |0〉. In the subgap limit, the cross-Andreev reflection term hybridizes
only the states |0〉 and |(〉 of the double dot: Only Cooper pairs in singlet states can be split and
recombined with the coherent amplitude Γ( . The hybridization gives rise to the Andreev bound states

|+〉 = cos
\

2
|0〉 + sin

\

2
|(〉,

|−〉 = − sin
\

2
|0〉 + cos

\

2
|(〉,

(4.7)

with the mixing angle \ = arctan
( √

2Γ(
n!+n'+*

)
. The energy splitting between the Andreev states is

X =
√
(n! + n' +*)2 + 2Γ2

( .
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4.2.3 Capacitive coupling to resonators

Finally, we include a capacitive charge coupling between each quantumdot and a local harmonic resonator
of frequencylU and bosonic field operator 1U [117, 118, 122, 136, 267]. Assuming a negligible interdot
Coulomb interaction*, the system Hamiltonian that I will consider is then

� =
∑
Uf

nU#Uf − Γ(2 (3
†
'↑3

†
!↓ − 3

†
'↓3

†
!↑ + H.c.) +

∑
U

lU1
†
U1U +

∑
Uf

6U (1U + 1†U)#Uf . (4.8)

The strength of the linear interaction between dot and resonator is labeled by 6U.

4.3 Master equation and stationary current

The electron tunneling into the normal leads and the dissipation processes in the resonators will be treated
to lowest order in perturbation theory, such that the effective reduced dynamics for the coupled CPS-
resonators system can be described by rate equations involving only the populations of the eigenstates
of Hamiltonian (4.8) [238, 265, 268, 269]. From Eq. (4.3), we define the following dot-lead tunneling
rates: Γ! = 2cd! |+#! |2 and Γ' = 2cd' |+#' |2, where d! and d' are the density of states in the leads
at the Fermi level, assumed constant. The resonators have quality factors &U = lU/^U, where ^U is the
cavity decay rate. To fulfill the sequential-tunneling and the low-damping regime, one must ensure the
conditions ΓU � {Γ(; :�)} and ^U � {lU; :�)}, where ) is the environmental temperature of the
fermionic and bosonic reservoirs. Labeling with |8〉 the eigenstates of Hamiltonian (4.8), the electronic
and bosonic transition rates between two eigenstates are given by Fermi’s golden rule [270]:

FU,Bel, 9←8 = ΓU 5
(B)
U (B� 98)

∑
f

|〈 9 |3 (B)Uf |8〉|2, (4.9)

FU,Bph, 9←8 = B^U=� (� 98)
∑
f

|〈 9 |1 (B)U |8〉|2. (4.10)

We have introduced the generalized Fermi and Bose functions:

5 (B)U (G) =
1

exp
[
B (G−`U)
:�)

]
+ 1

, (4.11)

=� (G) = 1

exp
[
G
:�)

]
− 1

, (4.12)

with B = ±. � 98 = � 9 − �8 denotes the energy difference between two eigenstates. Notice that it is
reasonably implied that the spectrum of Hamiltonian (4.8) is nondegenerate. For the sake of compactness
in Eqs. (4.11)-(4.12), I have provisionally used the notation 3 (−)Uf [3 (+)Uf] for the fermionic annihilation
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(creation) operators. A similar shorthand holds for the bosonic operators. Let us define the total transition
rates as

F 9←8 =
∑
UB

(FU,Bel, 9←8 + FU,Bph, 9←8). (4.13)

The populations %8 of the system eigenstates will then obey the Pauli-type master equation

¤%8 =
∑
9

F8← 9% 9 −
∑
9

F 9←8%8 . (4.14)

Equation (4.14) admits a stationary solution, represented by the vector the stationay populations %st
8 . It

can be found by setting ¤%8 = 0 and consequently solving the resulting linear system. The stationary
vector corresponds to the null space of the matrix W with matrix elements,8 9 = F8← 9 − X8 9

∑
: F:← 9 .

It can be found numerically using standard linear algebra methods [271], and adding the normalization
condition for the populations,

∑
8 %8 = 1. The matrix elements of W satisfy the sum rule

∑
8,8 9 = 0,

i.e., the sum of the elements in each column of W vanishes.

The steady populations give us access to expression for particle and energy (or heat) currents [270]. For
electrons, they read

�U = 4
∑
8, 9 ,B

BFU,Bel, 9←8%
st
8 , (4.15)

¤&U =
∑
8, 9 ,B

�8 9F
U,B
el, 9←8%

st
8 −

`U
4
�U. (4.16)

The corresponding expressions for photon particle and energy currents are similarly

�
ph
U =

∑
8, 9 ,B

BFU,Bph, 9←8%
st
8 , (4.17)

¤&ph
U =

∑
8, 9 ,B

�8 9F
U,B
ph, 9←8%

st
8 . (4.18)

For electrons, I have multiplied the particle current in Eq. (4.15) by the electron’s charge 4 to get an
electric current. Notice that, in contrast to the metallic leads, the bosonic reservoirs are at zero chemical
potential, so the heat current coincides with the energy current.

4.3.1 Large bias limit and stationary current in the absence of resonators

In the rest of the analysis, I will assume that the normal leads are negatively biased with respect to
the Fermi level of the superconductor, such that `U = −4+ , where + > 0 is the applied bias voltage.
Furthermore, the bias voltage is assumed to be very large, such that {*;Δ} � 4+ � {:�) ; Γ(}. In
this regime, electrons will flow unidirectionally from the superconductor via the quantum dots into the
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Figure 4.2: Andreev stationary current through a normal lead, in absence of resonators, as a function of the
average dot level n̄ = (n! + n')/2 for two values of Γ( .

leads. Transport in the opposite direction will be blocked, as the rates FU,+el, 9←8 vanish. Furthermore, the
temperature of the leads becomes irrelevant. The electric current flowing in the lead is simply given
by �U = 4ΓU

∑
f 〈#Uf〉, with the average performed on the steady state. It is worth noticing that the

negative bias also reduces the number of available states in the double dot: The triplet states |)0〉 and |)f
can be excluded from the computation, as they can only appear due to the blocked lead-to-dot tunneling.

In absence of resonators, the stationary solution to master equation (4.14) can be found analytically.
Hence, we can find a simple expression for the stationary current with largely negatively-biased leads,
assuming Γ! = Γ' = Γ without loss of generality:

�! = �' = 4Γ
Γ2
(

(n! + n')2 + 2Γ2
(

. (4.19)

The average current flows equally through both leads, and is pictured in Fig. 4.2 along the direction of
the average dot level, n̄ = (n! + n')/2. It is a lorentzian centered around n̄ = 0 with width proportional to
Γ( , and has a simple physical meaning: When n̄ lies closely to the Fermi level of the superconductor, the
hybridization between the singlet and empty states is maximized. Cooper pairs injected in the separate
dots can then tunnel into the corresponding leads through single-electron events generating a current.
The transport window broadens with increasing Γ( as it leads to a stronger hybridization.

The transport mechanism can be better understoodwith the help of Fig. 4.3. When the leads are negatively
biased, the double dot in the singlet state |(〉 decays into a singly-occupied state (|Uf〉) through a single-
electron tunneling event, giving up an electron to one of the leads, at the incoherent rate Γ. Similarly,
the remaining electron will tunnel out, leaving the double dot in the empty state |0〉, see Fig. 4.3(a).
However, the empty and the singlet state are coherently coupled with amplitude Γ( , allowing the cycle
to restart and giving rise to the steady current pictured in Fig. 4.2.

An interesting situation appears when the charge states are only weakly hybridized, i.e., whenever
|n | & Γ( . In this case, for positive n , the Andreev bound state |+〉 is “mostly” the singlet state, while
the state |−〉 is “mostly” empty, see Fig. 4.3(b). This leads to a strong asymmetry of the transition rates
|+〉 ↔ |Uf〉 and |−〉 ↔ |Uf〉. The situation is reversed when n < 0, as weak hybridization implies
|+〉 ≈ |0〉 and |−〉 ≈ |(〉. This strong asymmetry lies at the heart of the photon transfer mechanism that I
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fast slow
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X

Figure 4.3: (a) For negatively biased leads, subsequent incoherent tunneling events bring the singlet state into the
empty state. The two states are coherently coupled due to the superconductors, leading to a stationary current.
(b) The coherent coupling leads to the formation of the Andreev bound states |±〉, with energy separation X. For
weak hybridization (|n | & Γ() the transition rates |+〉 ↔ |Uf〉 and |−〉 ↔ |Uf〉 are strongly asymmetric. Here,
the situation for n > 0 is pictured.

will describe below.

4.4 Polaron transformation and effective Hamiltonian

Before showing the main features of the system through numerical calculations, I perform a polaron
transformation on Hamiltonian (4.8), which facilitates the unraveling of the physical processes I want to
address. For a given operator $, let us define the unitary transformation

$ = 4 b$4−b , with b =
∑
Uf

ΠU#Uf and ΠU =
6U
lU
(1†U − 1U). (4.20)

Equation (4.20) is an example of polaron transformation [272], widely used also in the context of
quantum transport [273, 274]. The application of Eq. (4.20) to Eq. (4.8) leads to the polaron-transformed
Hamiltonian

� =
∑
Uf

n̄U

(
#Uf + |(〉〈( |2

)
− Γ(√

2

(
|(〉〈0|- + |0〉〈( |-†

)
+

∑
U

lU1
†
U1U, (4.21)

with n̄U = nU − 62
U
lU

and - = exp (∑U ΠU). In this representation, the linear interaction term appearing
in Eq. (4.8) now emerges as a transverse interaction between the |(〉 and |0〉 states and the resonators, to
all orders in 6U, through the operator - . More intriguingly, this interaction is purely nonlocal since it
vanishes for Γ( = 0.

At this point, I make the assumption of small coupling, 6U � lU. The operators - and -† can be
expanded up to second order in 6U, such that the interaction term in Eq. (4.21) becomes:

�int = − Γ(√
2

[
8fHΠ + fG

(
1 + Π

2

2

)]
+ O

(
Π3

)
, (4.22)

with the definitions: 8Π =
∑
U 8ΠU (generalized total momentum), fG = |0〉〈( | + H.c., and fH =
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−8 |0〉〈( | + H.c. By diagonalizing the interaction in the electronic subspace, we obtain the renormalized
hybridized states

|+̄〉 = cos
(
\̄

2

)
|0〉 + sin

(
\̄

2

)
|(〉, (4.23)

|−̄〉 = − sin
(
\̄

2

)
|0〉 + cos

(
\̄

2

)
|(〉, (4.24)

with \̄ = arctan
( √

2Γ(
n̄!+ n̄'

)
. The renormalized energy splitting then reads X̄ =

√
(n̄! + n̄')2 + 2Γ2

( . Using
this new basis, we define the Pauli algebra with matrices g+ = |+̄〉〈−̄|, g− = (g+)†, gG = g+ + g−,
gH = −8(g+ − g−), gI = [g+, g−], through which Eq. (4.21) up to second order becomes

� =
∑
Uf

n̄U#Uf + X̄2gI +
∑
U

lU1
†
U1U −

Γ(

2
√

2

[
28gHΠ +

(
sin \̄gI + cos \̄gG

)
Π2] + O (

Π3
)
. (4.25)

We now move to the interaction picture with respect to the free Hamiltonian �0 =
∑
Uf n̄U#Uf + X

2 gI +∑
U lU1

†
U1U.We obtain the time-dependent interaction Hamiltonian

�int(C) = −
∑
U

6UΓ(

lU
√

2

(
48lUC1†U − 4−8lUC1U

) (
48 X̄Cg+ − 4−8 X̄Cg−

)
− Γ(6!6'√

2l!l'

[
48ΩC1†!1

†
' + 4−8ΩC1!1' − 48 (Δl)C1†!1' − 4−8 (Δl)C1!1†'

]
×

[
sin(\̄)gI + cos(\̄)

(
48 X̄Cg+ + 4−8 X̄Cg−

)]
−

∑
U

Γ(62
U

2
√

2l2
U

[
428lUC

(
1†U

)2
+ 4−28lUC12

U − 21†U1U − 1
]

×
[
sin(\̄)gI + cos(\̄)

(
48 X̄Cg+ + 4−8 X̄Cg−

)]
+ O

(
63
U/l3

U

)
.

(4.26)

I have introduced the sum,Ω = l! +l', and the difference, Δl = l!−l', of the resonator frequencies.
Equation (4.26) is the central object that contains the resonant processes I will discuss below using a
suitable rotating-wave approximation.

4.5 Simultaneous ground-state cooling of nanoresonators

The first main feature offered by our system is the possibility to obtain simultaneous ground-state cooling
of the resonators, as well as simultaneous heating. To achieve this, we tune the dots’ energy levels to
the same value n! = n' = n and assume two identical resonators, with l! = l' = l, 6! = 6' = 6,
and &! = &' = &. Furthermore, we move close to the resonance condition X̄ = l. Notice that this
is fulfilled by two values of n of opposite sign, namely n = ±

√
l2 − 2Γ2

( . Close to the resonance, we
can perform a rotating-wave approximation in Eq. (4.26), obtaining to first order in 6/l the simple,
time-independent interaction
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Figure 4.4: Simultaneous cooling of resonators due to cross-Andreev reflection. (a) For two identical resonators,
when |n | & Γ( and n > 0, the weak charge hybridization leads to an asymmetry in the transition rates |+̄〉 ↔ |Uf〉
and |−̄〉 ↔ |Uf〉. Fast rates are depicted by blue solid arrows, slow transition with dashed light blue arrows. The
coherent effective coupling [Eq. (4.27), curved dashed arrows] mixes states with different photon numbers close
to the resonance X̄ = l. In the steady nonequilibrium state of the system, the cavities are effectively cooled down.
(b) Current �U as a function of the on-site dot energy n at zero (red dashed line) and finite temperature (solid black
line). (c) Average cavity occupation in one of the cavities, for :�) = 5l. The horizontal dotted line corresponds
to the thermal occupation. Inset: Photon occupation at the cooling resonance, n = n2 , as a function of Γ( , for two
different values of the electron tunneling rate Γ. The curves are rescaled to the thermal occupation. Parameters:
Γ = 2 × 10−4l, 6 = 0.02l, & = 105, Γ( = 0.2l.

�loc =
∑
U

6

2
sin \̄ (1Ug+ + 1†Ug−). (4.27)

Equation (4.27) describes hopping between the Andreev states |+̄〉 and |−̄〉 associated with one-photon
loss and absorption in the cavities, through a Jaynes-Cummings interaction. Notice that the effective
coupling is proportional to sin \̄ =

√
2Γ(/X̄, and is therefore a direct consequence of nonlocal Andreev

reflection.

We can illustrate how this effective interaction leads to ground-state cooling of both cavities with the
help of Fig. 4.4(a). The interaction (4.27) coherently mixes the states |+̄, =! , ='〉, |−̄, =! + 1, ='〉, and
|−̄, =! , =' + 1〉, which are degenerate for �loc = 0. When |n | & Γ( , the hybridization of the states
|0〉 and |(〉 is weak. What happens now depends on the sign of n : If n < 0, then |+̄〉 ≈ |0〉 and
|−̄〉 ≈ |(〉. Conversely, for n > 0, |+̄〉 ≈ |(〉 and |−̄〉 ≈ |0〉. Let us consider the latter case. As discussed
in Sec. 4.3.1, the weak hybridization leads to the fast transitions |+̄〉 → |Uf〉 → |−̄〉 and the slow
transitions |+̄〉 ← |Uf〉 ← |−̄〉, which conserve the photon number. When an electron reaches the state
|−̄〉 ≈ |0〉, the coherent cycle restarts due to the effective coupling, leading to further |+̄〉 → |Uf〉 → |−̄〉
transitions. During each cycle, however, a boson is subtracted from both cavities, see Fig. 4.4(a). The
process continues until the loss mechanisms in the resonators lead to a steady nonequilibrium state,
which leaves the cavities cooled down. The opposite occurs for n < 0: In this case, the cavities are
heated as in each coherent cycle a photon is pumped into them.

To prove the qualitative description I have just presented, I show in Fig. 4.4(b)-(c) the electric current
through one lead and the average photon occupation, =̄U = 〈1†U1U〉, for one cavity as a function of n ,
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finding the numerical steady solution of Eq. (4.14) with the full Hamiltonian (4.8). The current presents
the characteristic broad resonance described in Sec. 4.3.1. However, at zero temperature, the inelastic
peak appears at n = −

√
l2 − 2Γ2

( , which is associated to heating. At finite temperature, the second
sideband peak emerges at positive n , associated with cavity cooling.

In the inset of Fig. 4.4(c) I further demonstrate how the cooling can be very effective, robustly bringing
the resonators into their ground state, as witnessed by the value of =̄U � 1. The inset shows an optimal
cooling region over a wide range of values of Γ( , which is the result of the interplay between the
effective coupling 6/2 sin \̄, vanishing for Γ( → 0, and the hybridization between |0〉 and |(〉: A strong
hybridization (achieved with large Γ() reduces the asymmetry between the transition rates |±〉 ↔ |Uf〉,
deteriorating the cooling effect.

4.6 Photon transfer between resonators

The local cooling mechanism presented in Sec. 4.5 is due to one-photon resonances, and can be simply
explained by analyzing the first-order term of Eq. (4.26). By keeping the second-order term, it is possible
to describe the resonance X̄ = l! − l'. Let us assume, without loss of generality, l! > l'. For
X̄ = l! − l', the rotating-wave approximation yields the effective coupling Hamiltonian

� (−)RWA =
∑
U

Γ(62
U

2
√

2l2
U

(2=U + 1) sin \̄gI + 6NL

(
1†!1'g− + H.c.

)
, (4.28)

with the effective nonlocal coupling strength

6NL =
Γ(6!6'√
2l!l'

cos \̄ . (4.29)

Notice that, once again, Hamiltonian (4.28) is purely nonlocal as it vanishes for Γ( = 0. It is composed of
two terms. Let us focus first on the second term. It describes coherent processes in which the supercon-
ductor mediates photon transfer between the resonators, by coupling the subspaces |+̄, =! − 1, =' + 1〉
and |−̄, =! , ='〉 [see Fig. 4.5(a)]. This term vanishes for identical resonators, as it would require X̄ = 0
and therefore Γ( = 0. The mechanism which leads to a steady photon flow between the cavities is
similar to the cooling mechanism described in Sec. 4.5: The unbalance in the transition rates due to
the weak charge hybridization facilitates the processes whereby the left resonator loses a photon, which
is transferred to the right cavity. In the steady state, a stationary heat flow is established between the
oscillators [see also the inset of Fig. 4.6(b)]. In Fig. 4.5(b), I also report the electronic current calculated
numerically with the full Hamiltonian for the case of two resonators with different frequencies. A num-
ber of resonances appear, including the one-photon resonances discussed in Sec. 4.5, the two-photon
resonance X̄ = l! − l', as well as multiphoton resonances which are described in Sec. 4.8 and are a
generalization of the process I just described.

The first term in Hamiltonian (4.28) is proportional to =UgI , and can be regarded as a dispersive shift of
the cavity frequencies, depending on the Andreev bound state. This translates into a fine double-peak
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Figure 4.5: (a) Sketch of the nonlocal photon transfer mechanism, occurring when X̄ ≈ l! − l'. (b) Electronic
current through one lead, as a function of the dots’ level n , for two different values of 6 = 6! = 6'. A few resonances
described by Eq. (4.32) are indicated by arrows. Parameters: Γ = 10−4Γ( , l! = 5Γ( , l' = 3Γ( , &! = &' =
105, :�) = 5Γ( .

structure of the nonlocal resonance, see Fig. 4.6(b), because the quantities calculated using Eq. (4.14)
are denstiy-matrix averages.

4.7 Efficiency

To understand the extent to which the system is able to cool the cavities locally or transfer photons
between them, we can quantify the efficiency of these processes with the help of Eq. (4.18). The quantity
¤&ph
U measures the stationary heat current flowing from the bosonic reservoir U to the corresponding

resonator. It is negative (positive) when the resonator is cooled (heated), and vanishes for an oscillator
in thermal equilibrium. For the case of local cooling, dividing this quantity by the resonator frequency
lU gives us an estimate of the energy quanta lost by the resonator on average per unit time. We can then
compare this number to the rate at which Cooper pairs are injected into the system, which is given by
|�( |
24 . The Andreev current through the superconductor �( = −�! − �' follows from current conservation.
The natural definition of the local cooling efficiency for the U-resonator is then

[ (U)loc =
| ¤&ph
U |

lU

24
|�( | . (4.30)

In a similar fashion, when around the resonance X̄ = l! − l', the photon transfer efficiency is defined
as

[NL =
| ¤&ph
! − ¤&

ph
' |

l! − l'
24
|�( | . (4.31)

The results for Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) are shown in Fig. 4.6, close to the corresponding resonances. In
both cases, the efficiency can reach 90%: Almost one photon is absorbed from each cavity (local cooling)
or transferred from the left to the right cavity (nonlocal transfer) for each Cooper pair split into the dots.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Local cooling efficiency for the left cavity in the vicinity of the resonance X̄ ≈ l! . (b) Photon
transfer efficiency, around X̄ ≈ l!−l'. The inset shows the average cavity occupations, normalized to the thermal
occupancy. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.5.

The efficiency is essentially limited by two factors: (i) an elastic contribution to the current (exemplified
by the results of Sec. 4.3.1) where electrons flow into the leads without exchanging energy with the
cavities; (ii) a finite fraction of the injected electrons acting against the dominant process (cooling or
photon transfer), as illustrated by the dashed arrows in Figs. 4.4, 4.5. Both processes become relevant
when Γ( is increased, and are a byproduct of the finite hybridization between the empty and the singlet
state. However, we remark that the hybridization is necessary to achieve a nonzero efficiency.

4.8 Higher-order resonances

The polaron-transformed Hamiltonian (4.21) reveals that Eqs. (4.27) and (4.28) are in fact two particular
cases stemming from a more general resonance condition given by

X̄ ≈ |?l! ± @l' | , (4.32)

where ? and @ are nonnegative integers. By expanding the operator Π in Eq. (4.22) up to =-th order,
one obtains terms (1U)= and (1†U)=, which, after moving to the interaction picture and performing a
suitable rotating-wave approximation, will yield =-photon local absorption or emission processes. The
expansion contains also terms of the form (1†U) ? (1 Ū)@ and (1†U) ? (1†Ū)@ together with their Hermitian
conjugates, with the constraint ? + @ = = (Ū = ' if U = ! and vice versa). The former term describes the
coherent transfer of |? − @ | photons between the cavities, while the latter describes coherent emission
and re-absorption of ? and @ photons from the U and Ū cavity, respectively. When either ? or @ is zero,
the corresponding resonant process entails local cooling or heating of the cavities. An example for ? = 0
and @ = 2 is indicated in Fig. 4.5(b), at the resonance X̄ = 2l': This is a two-photon resonance at which
two photons are absorbed (at n < 0) or lost (at n > 0) by the '-cavity.
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4.9 Conclusions

In this Chapter, I have considered a double-quantum-dot-based CPS, with linear capacitive coupling to
local resonators. The main feature of this device is the activation of a nonlocal coupling between the
cavities, that allows to transfer photon and control the heat exchange between them with single-photon
precision. This energy flow can also be channeled to cool or heat locally a single cavity. The origin of this
indirect coupling resides in the quantum correlations in the Cooper pairs of the superconductor, which
are maintained even when electrons are split into the distant quantum dots, affecting the charge-vibration
interaction. As a result, this platform is a versatile tool to inspect quantum thermodynamical effects
involving electronic and bosonic degrees of freedom. Because the effective interaction is at a single-
photon level, one can also devise few-photon or -phonon control and manipulation techniques [134, 275,
276] by implementing time-dependent protocols on the gate voltages acting on the dots: By moving
around the interesting resonances, one can tune the strength of the nonlocal interactions dynamically.

To conclude, I briefly point out the experimental practicability of the setup. The capacitive coupling
6U/2c between quantum dots and microwave resonators can be as high as 100 MHz with quality factors
& ∼ 104 and frequencies lU/2c ≈ 7 GHz [137, 277]. For mechanical resonators, the typical coupling
strength is only ∼ 100 kHz, but for much lower resonance frequencies in the MHz regime and larger
quality factors up to 106 [102, 122]. The ratio 6U/lU ∼ 10−2 assumed in the analysis above is then
experimentally achievable. Finally, the magnitude of the cross-Andreev reflection rate in a CPS is
approximately Γ( .

√
Γ(!Γ(', when the distance between the dots is much shorter than the coherence

length in the superconducting contact. The local Andreev reflection rates Γ(U can be several tens
of microelectronvolts [266], which is orders of magnitude lower than the superconducting gap Δ but
comparable to the energy of microwave radiation, as assumed in the calculations.
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Chapter 5

Theory of double Cooper-pair tunneling
and light emission mediated by a resonator

The results presented in this Chapter are published in Ref. 278. I am responsible for the numerical
calculations that led to the results of Figs. 5.2, 5.3; moreover, I have independently implemented the code
written by the first author, W. T. Morley, to reproduce the results presented in Figs. 5.4, 5.5.

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to present an example of how resonators coupled to mesoscopic conductors
can influence dramatically the charge transport, even changing the effective charge that tunnels through.
In standard mesoscopic conductors or in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), the charge tunneling
often comes together with photon emission, and this mechanism can be enhanced through the coupling to
a resonator [279–284]. Conversely, it has been shown how a resonator can mediate correlated tunneling
of two electrons across a junction, in order to generate a cavity photon at a energy higher than the
single-electron one. This fenomenon is known as overbias emission [283, 285–288]. Here, I consider
a solid-state device consisting of a Josephson junction (JJ) coupled to a LC-resonator, and theoretically
analyze the correlated tunneling of two Cooper pairs across the JJ [278]. This higher-order tunneling
process is enhanced and becomes resonant when the bias voltage applied to the junction is such that two
Cooper pairs are required to tunnel to cooperatively emit a photon at the cavity frequency. I will present
an effective Hamiltonian formulation of the problem and discuss how the double-Cooper-pair tunneling
(DCPT) rate can exceed the single-Cooper-pair one. Further, I will reveal how this unconventional
transport channel leads to an unusual form of photon blockade [289–292] that makes the system an ideal
single-photon source [293].

5.2 Josephson juction coupled to a microwave cavity

The system considered in Ref. 278 consists of a LC-resonator of frequency l0 = 1/√!� (realized with
a superconducting microwave cavity [185, 186, 284] or a lumped-element oscillator [294]) in series with
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l0 = 2l�

Figure 5.1: (a) Model circuit. A damped microwave resonator of frequency l0 = (!�)−1/2 is in series to a
Josephson junction with applied bias voltage + . Low-frequency voltage fluctuations in the circuit may be modeled
by an impedance / (l) in series with the junction. (b) When the bias voltage is such that l� = l0/2, photon
emission in the cavity is mediated by tunneling of two Cooper pairs.

a voltage-biased Josephson junction. It is schematically pictured in Fig. 5.1(a). We assume that the
resonator capacitance is much larger than the capacitance of the Josephson junction [295, 296]. The
system can then be described by the following time-dependent Hamiltonian [297–299]:

� (C) = l00
†0 − �� cos[l� C − q + Δ0(0 + 0†)], (5.1)

where 0 is the bosonic annihilation operator for the cavity mode, l� = 24+ is the Jospehson frequency
(+ is the voltage applied to the junction and 4 is the electron’s charge), �� is the Josephson energy and
Δ0 =

√
242(!/�)1/4 is the zero-point flux fluctuations amplitude of the resonator, given in units of the

flux quantum. Further, we have included the phase q which is conjugate to the Cooper-pair number #
passing through the junction. The operator

48 ?q =
∞∑
#=0
|# + ?〉〈# |, ? ∈ N, (5.2)

describes transfer of ? Cooper pairs across the junction. The value of Δ0 is determined by the impedance
of the resonator, and can range from Δ0 � 1 [185, 186, 284] to values close to unity [294].

Losses in the resonator due to the resistance give rise to a quality factor & = l0/^, with ^ the decay
rate. The presence of low-frequency impedances in the circuit causes voltage fluctuations that dephase
the charge on the junction, with rate Wq [300]. These decoherence effects can be described by a standard
Lindblad master equation [297]

¤d = −8[� (C), d] + ^
2
D[0]d + Wq

2
D[#]d, (5.3)

where we have assumed the limit of low temperature. Typically, Wq � ^, hence the phase q can be
treated as constant neglecting the dephasing term [295, 300].
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Figure 5.2: (a) Time-averaged cavity photon number (solid blue line) and Cooper-pair tunneling rate (solid orange
line) as a function of X = l0 − 2l� , calculated using the full Hamiltonian (5.1) and the master equation (5.3).
Parameters: Δ0 = 0.15, & = 1500, �� = 0.5l0, Wq = 0. Notice that, close to the resonance, ΓCP

^ 〈=〉 ≈ 2, i.e., two
Cooper pairs tunnel for each emitted photon. (b) Schematic diagram of the energy levels for = cavity photons and
# tunneling Cooper pairs, at the resonance 2l� ≈ l0, illustrating a few effective second-order processes included
in the effective Hamiltonian (5.6).

5.3 Effective Hamiltonian description

The study of photon emission and tunneling of individual Cooper pairs across a voltage-biased JJ has been
extensively investigated, both in theory [295, 297, 299, 301–310] and experiment [185, 186, 284, 293,
294, 311, 312], and it is resonantly enhanced when the Josephson frequency l� matches the resonator
frequency l0. The goal of this Section is instead to derive an effective Hamiltonian for the system, by
considering the resonance l0 ≈ 2l� . As Fig. 5.1(b) illustrates, for an applied bias voltage + = l0

44 to
the junction, two Cooper pairs are expected to contribute to the emission of a single photon at frequency
l0. We then take Hamiltonian Eq. (5.1) and move to a frame rotating at frequency 2l� , obtaining

�̃ = X0†0 − �̃�
2

∞∑
@=0
[$@48 (2@+1)l� C + H.c.], (5.4)

with the detuning X = l0 − 2l� . We have defined the rescaled Josephson energy �̃� = �� 4−Δ
2
0/2 and

the operator

$@ = : 8@ (0†)@+14−8q �@ (2Δ0
√
=)

=@/2
+ (−8)@+1(0†) (@+1)48q �@+1(2Δ0

√
=)

=(@+1)/2
: . (5.5)

Here, �@ (I) denotes the Bessel function of order @, = = 0†0 is the photon number operator, and : · · · :
implies normal ordering of the operators. The next step in the derivation consists in performing a second-
order rotating-wave approximation to Hamiltonian (5.4), in order to obtain an effective time-independent
operator [313, 314]. By averaging the operator over short time scales of order l−1

� we obtain
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�eff = X0
†0 + �̃2

�

4l�

∞∑
@=0

[$@, $†@]
2@ + 1

=

(
X + �̃

2
� G

4l�

)
= − 8 �̃

2
�

4l�
[F 0†428q − H.c.] . (5.6)

We have introduced two highly nonlinear functions of Δ0 and of the number operator, namely F (Δ0, =)
andG(Δ0, =). In AppendixDwe provide their explicit expressions, andwe describe their matrix elements
in the Fock state basis.

The effective Hamiltonian (5.6) provides an insight on the relevant physical processes that we want
to address. The first nonlinear term describes a shift in the resonator frequency [296] which can be
observed, e.g., by computing the average photon number in the cavity and the Cooper-pair tunneling
rate (see below, Sec. 5.5), as is reported in Fig. 5.2(a). Similarly to the ac-Stark effect in atomic levels
[313, 314], this frequency shift is due to the presence of a strong off-resonant drive (at frequency l� ).
However, the nonlinearity of G(Δ0, =) also up-converts the off-resonant drive into the resonant process of
DCPT. Indeed, the factor 0†428q in the second term of Hamiltonian (5.6) describes a coherent process in
which a photon is created in the cavity, and two Cooper pairs tunnel through the junction [see Eq. (5.2)].
To visualize this second-order process, which is realized through intermediate virtual levels, a diagram
of the energy levels involved is provided in Fig. 5.2(b).

When both Δ0 and the average photon number 〈=〉 are much smaller than 1, an expansion of Eq. (5.6) to
lowest order in Δ0 yields the following effective Hamiltonian:

� (0)eff = X′ = + 8 �̃
2
�Δ

3
0

3l�
[04−28q − 0†428q], (5.7)

with the linearized frequency shift

X′ = X + 8�̃2
�Δ

4
0

15l�
. (5.8)

Equations (5.6) and (5.7), together with the master equation (5.3), can be used to compare the effective
Hamiltonian description to the numerical results obtained by time-averaging the expectation values in
the long-time limit using the full time-dependent Hamiltonian � (C) of Eq. (5.1).

5.4 Results for the average photon number

Armed with the effective Hamiltonian description, we first analyze the photonic properties on the system
in the low-photon-number limit described by Eq. (5.7). With the master equation (5.3) we write the
equations of motion

3

3C
〈0〉 = −

(
8X′ + ^

2

)
〈0〉 − - 〈428q〉, (5.9)

3

3C
〈428q〉 = −2Wq 〈428q, (5.10)
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with - = �̃2
�Δ

3
0

3l� . With the help of the quantum regression theorem [157] we obtain

〈0†(C)428q (C + g)〉 = 〈0†(C)428q (C)〉4−2Wqg , (5.11)

〈0†(C)0(C + g)〉 = 〈0†(C)0(C)〉4−(^/2+8 X′)g − - 〈0
†(C)428q (C)〉

^
2 − 2Wq + 8X′

(
4−2Wqg − 4−(^/2+8 X′)g

)
. (5.12)

For C →∞, we get the steady-state values

〈=〉 = 〈0†0〉 =
-2

(
1 + 4Wq

^

)
^2

4

(
1 + 4Wq

^

)2
+ (X′)2

, (5.13)

〈0†428q〉 = −-
^
2 + 2Wq − 8X′ . (5.14)

Plugging Eqs. (5.13)-(5.14) into Eq. (5.12) leads to the first-order coherence function for the field:

〈0†0(g)〉 = 〈=〉4−(8 X′+^/2)g +
-2

(
4−2Wqg − 4−(8 X′+^/2)g

)[
8X′ + (

^
2 − 2Wq

) ] [−8X′ + (
^
2 + 2Wq

) ] , (5.15)

which in the low-dephasing limit (Wq � ^) simplifies to

〈0†0(g)〉 ≈ 〈=〉4−2Wqg . (5.16)

Equation (5.16) shows that the first-order coherence function decays at a rate 2Wq, meaning that the
resonator linewidth is four times larger than for the single-Cooper-pair resonancel� ≈ l0 [297]. Hence,
signatures of DCPT can be easily found by looking at the resonator spectrum. The average cavity
occupation in Eq. (5.13) shows a lowest-order �4

� -dependence and is instead only weakly dependent on
Wq. In the following, we set Wq = 0 as voltage fluctuations can be negligible in experiments [284, 297,
300].

In Fig. 5.3 (upper panel) we solve numerically [208, 315] the Lindblad equation Eq. (5.3) with the full
Hamiltonian (5.1) and compare the average cavity occupation with the effective Hamiltonian (5.6). It
is apparent that the �4

� -scaling is valid only at intermediate values: At higher values of �� , the lowest-
order Hamiltonian � (0)eff is insufficient, and one must take into account the higher-order contributions
described by Eq. (5.6), while the nonlinear components from the F (Δ0, =) and G(Δ0, =) functions
lead to a saturation of the photon number. At the same time, �eff is also not valid at very low �� :
It describes adequately the resonant process at 2l� ≈ l0, but the dominant process at low �� is the
single-Cooper-pair tunneling oscillating at the Josephson frequency l� .
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Figure 5.3: Upper panel: time-averaged cavity occupation calculated with the full Hamiltonian (5.1) (solid
blue line), and with �eff (dashed red line). The semiclassical analysis at low �� gives the quadratic and quartic
contributions (black dotted and green dash-dotted lines, respectively). The crossover from single- to double-Cooper
pair tunneling occurs for �̃�Δ2

0&/l0 =
√

5/8 (vertical dotted line). Lower panel: ratio between Cooper-pair
tunneling rate and average photon number, calculated using Eq. (5.23). The effective-Hamiltonian prediction taken
with Eq. (5.26) gives exactly 2 (red dashed line). Parameters in both panels are: l� = l0/2, & = 1500, Δ0 =
0.15, Wq = 0.

5.4.1 Semiclassical interpretation

For Wq = 0, the system can be mapped onto a nonlinearly driven harmonic oscillator [295, 296, 316].
At low-�� , we can write semiclassical equations of motion for the resonator to better understand the
competition between the �2

� and �4
� behaviors. In the limit Wq → 0, setting q = 0 without loss of

generality, and assuming that the resonator is in a coherent state |U〉, we arrive at the equation of motion

3U

3C
= −

(
8l0 + ^2

)
U − 8�̃�Δ0 sin[l� C + Δ0(U + U∗)] . (5.17)

Close to the resonance 2l� ≈ l0 and for very small �� , the resonator is off-resonantly driven at two
frequencies ±l� , and in the long-time limit U ≈ U−4−8l� C + U+48l� C , with the constants U±. When
�� gets larger, however, nonlinearities come into play and the oscillations will be up-converted into an
effective drive at frequency 2l� . We thus make the ansatz of a solution of the kind

U = U04
−28l� C + U−4−8l� C + U+48l� C , (5.18)

leading to:
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U0 = −8
�̃�Δ2

0
2

U− + U∗+
8(l0 − 2l� ) + ^2

, (5.19)

U− =
�̃�Δ0

2
1 − 8Δ0U0

8(l0 − l� ) + ^2
, (5.20)

U+ = − �̃�Δ0
2

1 + 8Δ0U
∗
0

8(l0 + l� ) + ^2
. (5.21)

Setting l� ≈ l0/2, and since ^ � l� , we can write an expression for the average photon number to
fourth order in �� :

〈=〉 = |U0 |2 + |U+ |2 + |U− |2 ≈
�̃2
�Δ

2
0

2

[
l2

0 + l2
�

(l2
0 − l2

� )2

] 1 + �̃
2
�Δ

4
0

2
l2

0

[l2
0 + l2

� ]
[
(l0 − 2l� )2 + ^2

4

]  .
(5.22)

The bar over = implies a time average. It is clear that the ±l� oscillations give a �̃2
�Δ

2
0 contribution,

while the 2l� oscillations give a �̃2
�Δ

6
0 contribution. Both are plotted as O(�2

� ) and O(�4
� ) in the upper

panel of Fig. 5.3. The two contributions have the same weight for �̃�Δ2
0& =

√
5/8l0.

5.5 Analysis of the charge transport

5.5.1 Average current and Cooper-pair tunneling rate

We now turn to a quantitative description of the Cooper-pair transport across the junction. To begin with,
we notice that the dissipative terms in the master equation (5.3) do not contribute to charge transfer, and
is therefore possible to define a Cooper-pair current operator simply as [297, 316]

�CP(C) = 24
3#

3C
= 284[� (C), #] = 24�� sin[l� C − q + Δ0(0 + 0†)] . (5.23)

Averaging over a time ) � l−1
� yields an average dc-current operator

�CP =
1
)

∫ C0+)

C0

3C�CP(C), (5.24)

which leads to the definition of an effective, average Cooper-pair tunneling rate

ΓCP =
�CP
24
. (5.25)

The effective Hamiltonian (5.6) offers a direct, alternative definition of the average current as

�CP = 284[�eff, #] . (5.26)
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Using the master equation (5.3), Eq. (5.26) predicts, in the steady state, the remarkably simple relation

ΓCP
^〈=〉 = 2. (5.27)

Equation (5.27) has a likewise simple interpretation: The effective Hamiltonian describes a resonator
oscillating at the frequency 2l� , and photons are generated and destroy only when two Cooper pairs
tunnel. Accordingly, the lower panel of Fig. 5.3 shows how Eq. (5.27) is in agreement with the full-
Hamiltonian calculation at sufficiently large �� . For low �� , oscillations at the Josephson frequency
cannot be neglected, and ΓCP drops below 2 as the single-Cooper-pair tunneling contribution grows.

5.5.2 From incoherent to coherent double-Cooper-pair tunneling

Next, we characterize the transport statistics by defining the time-averaged current noise [214]:

(CP = 2Re
∫ ∞

0
3g

∫ C0+)

C0

3C

)
[〈�CP(C + g)�CP(C)〉 − 〈�CP(C + g)〉〈�CP(C)〉] . (5.28)

We also define the current Fano factor

�CP =
(CP

24〈�CP〉
, (5.29)

which relates the fluctuations in the current to the noise of a Poissonian process of single-Cooper-pair
tunneling [316]. In Fig. 5.4, we plot the Fano factor using both definitions of Eqs. (5.24) and (5.26)
in Eq. (5.29). For small �� , using the effective Hamiltonian, �CP ≈ 2, meaning that incoherent DCPT
takes place (i.e., an effective charge 44 is transferred) [317]. At larger �� , the value of �CP drops, and
since ΓCP/^〈=〉 ≈ 2 in this regime (see Fig. 5.3), this implies that DCPT is coherent [318]. In the inset of
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Fig. 5.4 we also consider the cavity Fano factor, �= = (〈=2〉 − 〈=〉2)/〈=〉, which drops below 1 witnessing
a sub-Poissonian photon emission statistics. This mechanism is in close analogy to the crossover between
incoherent and coherent single-Cooper-pair tunneling occurring when l� ≈ l0 [297, 316]. The orange
dots in Fig. 5.4 calculated using Eq. (5.28) show that �CP drops below 2 at small �� , again because of
single-Cooper-pair tunneling contributions.

By considering the validity regime of Eq. (5.7) we can pinpoint the parameter region dominated by
incoherent DCPT, where �CP ≈ 2: the lower limit is determined by the crossover from the �2

� and the
�4
� behaviour, at �̃�Δ

2
0& ≈

√
5/8l0, while the upper limit is fixed by the onset of strong nonlinearities,

when 〈=〉 ≈ (4Δ2
0)−1. Therefore, incoherent behaviour dominates for

√
5
8
� �̃�Δ2

0&

l0
�

√
3&
8
, (5.30)

indicating that a high-& resonator is required to discern this regime from other transport mechanism.

5.6 Photon blockade and single-photon emission

For large resonator impedance, zero-point flux fluctuations become large and Δ0 can approach unity
[294]. In this regime, the light emission from the resonator becomes strongly nonclassical, and its
properties can be investigated by looking at the second-order field correlation function defined as [6]

6 (2) (0) = 〈0
†0†00〉
〈0†0〉2 , (5.31)

where the average is performed on the state of the oscillator in the long-time limit. When 6 (2) (0) � 1,
the photon-emission statistics is strongly sub-Poissonian: photons are preferably emitted singularly and
the resonator can function as a single-photon source. This mechanism is in close relation to the photon
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blockade of cQED experiments, which arises from the anharmonic spectrum of the coupled light-matter
Hamiltonian [289–292, 294, 319].

In Fig. 5.5, we report the behavior of 6 (2) (0) as a function of Δ0. The value of the correlation function
is close to zero for Δ0 ≈ 1.07, indicating a strong photon blockade leading to single-photon emission.
It is possible to interpret this result in terms of the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (5.6). Specifically, as
shown in Appendix D, the matrix element 〈1|�eff |2〉 can be calculated analytically in closed form. When
it vanishes, the resonator remains trapped in the two-state basis spanned by the Fock states |0〉 and |1〉
and further photon emission is blocked. Consequently, the photon-photon correlation function drops to
zero. In the inset of Fig. 5.5, we show that the matrix element "12 has indeed a zero for Δ0 ≈ 1.07,
corresponding to the minimum of 6 (2) (0). The presence of vanishing matrix elements of �eff in the Fock
basis witnesses a destructive interference of many processes, each contributing to the photon-blockade
effect. It is worth noticing here that the value Δ0 ≈ 1.07 is significantly lower than the matrix-element
zero corresponding to the single-Cooper-pair tunneling resonance (l� ≈ l0), occurring for Δ0 =

√
2

[297, 307] and only slightly higher than the experimentally achieved value [294].

5.7 Conclusions

In this Chapter, I have analyzed the emergence of double-Cooper-pair tunneling in a voltage-biased
Josephson junction, when it is coupled to a microwave resonator: When the Josephson frequency is
half the resonator frequency, two Cooper pairs are required to emit a photon at the cavity frequency.
By developing an effective Hamiltonian theory and performing numerical simulations, I have shown
a crossover from incoherent to coherent double-Cooper-pair tunneling when increasing the Josephson
energy �� . Despite being higher-order processes in both the Josephson energy and the resonator
impedance, this remarkable transport regime is readily accessible in experiment, as both quantities can
be tuned beyond the perturbative regime (both �� & l0 [185] and Δ0 ≈ 1 [294] have been reached
experimentally).

When the impedance resonator becomes large, the single-photon nonlinearity in the spectrum leads to a
photon blockade mechanism which can be exploited to use this system as a single-photon source. This
is readily verified by computing second-order photon correlation functions for the cavity. Beyond this
practical advantage, the results presented here will stimulate experimental and theoretical investigation
of hitherto unexplored higher-order tunneling processes in JJ-resonator systems, and overbias photon
emission mechanisms in superconducting STM [320].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook

In this work, I have presented different hybrid quantum circuits composed of quantum dots or Josephson
junctions coupled to electromagnetic or mechanical cavities. These ensembles offer an extremely rich
and diverse physics, which goes beyond the standard light-matter interaction originally studied in cavity
QED, using real atoms and optical or microwave cavities. Indeed, quantum dots and superconducting
qubits are exceptionally versatile and tunable, allowing to carefully design a solid-state chip where
interactions and energy-exchange mechanisms can be controlled.

The first system I considered is a realization of a single-atom laser which takes advantage of a spin-
polarized current to pump energy with high efficiency into a resonator, such that the standard rotating-
wave approximation (RWA) for the model Hamiltonian no longer holds even at weak couplings. After
numerical solution of the full master equation, I have interpreted the unconventional results for the state
of the resonator within a semiclassical picture, showing that the RWA breakdown, induced by a strongly
nonlinear interaction between electron spin and cavity, leads to amultistable lasing regimewheremultiple
stable amplitudes of oscillation can coexist. I have further shown that these remarkable features can
be detected through simple monitoring of the electric current in real time, without resorting to more
complicated techniques involving optical detection or tomography of the cavity state. The described
model carries important theoretical results, as it provides a way to investigate coherent dynamics beyond
the RWA outside the ultrastrong coupling regime. From a more practical point of view, our work raises
interesting questions about the extent to which a multistable laser can be controlled and exploited, e.g.,
in nonlinear amplifiers or force-sensing devices.

Secondly, I discussed a device consisting of a quantum-dot-based Cooper-pair splitter (CPS) with local
capacitive coupling to two harmonic cavities. Here, I have shown that the Cooper-pair breaking from a
central superconductor induces nonlocal correlations in the two resonators. More specifically, by tuning
the gate voltages controlling the electrostatic energy of the dots, photons can be transferred efficiently
from one cavity to the other, establishing a steady nonequilibrium heat flow. Such energy flow can
further be channeled to cool down one or both cavities into their ground state, enabling few-photon (or
few-phonon) coherent manipulation. The proposed setup is therefore a versatile tool to fully inspect heat
exchange mechanisms in hybrid circuits, leading to nanoscale heat pumps and cooling devices.

Finally, in a third work, I have investigated the double-Cooper pair tunneling mechanism in a Josephson
junction coupled to a microwave LC-resonator. By deriving an effective Hamiltonian description for the
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circuit when the Josephson frequency is half of the resonator frequency, it is possible to distinguish two
regimes where the transport across the junction and the photon emission from the cavity are determined
by tunneling of twoCooper pairs: an incoherent regime, when double-Cooper pair transport first begins to
dominate, and a coherent regime emerging at larger Josephson frequencies. Furthermore, by examining
the second-order correlation functions for the emitted photons, it is possible to show that the system
displays an unusual form of photon blockade and therefore can be used as a single-photon source. The
system considered can be used as a testbed to explore how microwave resonators can control electron
transport and has potential implications in the study of overbias photon emission in superconducting
scanning tunneling microscopy.

The above discussion demonstrates how hybrid systems are a powerful tool to explore novel regimes of
interactions, or to gain deeper knowledge on the mechanisms underlying the standard QED architectures.
Besides, they offer a practical advantage as they can be integrated into several architectures such as
cooling devices, detectors, sensors and quantum computers. The rich physics of the systems presented
requires a more profound analysis: Future research directions might focus on a closer investigation of
the single-atom lasing regime attainable using quantum dots. Specifically, the increasing experimental
effort towards the realization of a controllable strong spin-photon and spin-vibration coupling can be
strengthened and stimulated by our work of Ref. 168. Alternative implementations can be constructed
using multiple quantum dots, or exploiting a thermal gradient between two normal-metal electrodes
comprising a double quantum dot. The latter represents a mesoscopic single-emitter quantum heat
engine, which can attract the interest of the quantum thermodynamics community. From a theoretical
point of view, an accurate description of the phase diffusion dynamics for this type of single-atom
laser can be significant. The CPS device presented in Ref. 227 might be further investigated including
time-dependent protocols controlling the gate voltages applied to the dots, which can in turn fine-tune
the coherent photon transfer between the cavities to generate entanglement and perform quantum state
engineering. Moreover, coupling CPSs to microwave cavities is essential to demonstrate the coherence of
Cooper-pair injection, due to coherent cross-Andreev reflection, through microwave spectroscopy [321,
322].
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Appendix A

Complements to the derivation of the
master equation

I clarify here a few assumptions made throughout the derivation of the master equation outlined in Ch 2.

A.1 Hermiticity of the interaction operators

In Sec. 2.2.2, I have argued that the hermiticity of operators �U and �U making up the interaction
Hamiltonian �� does not affect the generality of the results. It is sufficient that the resulting �� is
hermitian. Indeed, if �U and �U are not hermitian but �� = �†� , we must conclude that �� contains
operators �U and �U as well as their hermitian conjugates. It is then possible to construct linear
combinations of �U, �U and �†U, �†U such that we can write �U =

∑
U �̃U ⊗ �̃U, with �̃U = �̃†U and

�̃U = �̃
†
U.

As a simple example, given the hermitian Hamiltonian

�� = � ⊗ �† + �† ⊗ �, (A.1)

with � and � nonhermitian, it is sufficient to define the hermitian operators

�̃1 =
1√
2
(� + �†), �̃1 =

1√
2
(� + �†),

�̃2 =
8√
2
(� − �†), �̃2 =

8√
2
(� − �†),

(A.2)

through which one has �� =
∑2
8=1 �̃8 ⊗ �̃8 .

A.2 Vanishing expectation values of single operator

Here, we show that it is always possible to construct an Hamiltonian that satisfies Eq. (2.19). It is
sufficient to rewrite
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� ′� =
∑
U

�U ⊗ (�U − 〈�U〉� ) = �� −
∑
U

�U ⊗ (〈�U〉�1), (A.3)

where 〈�U〉� = Tr� {�Ud� }. It is easy to check that 〈� ′� 〉� = 0. One can then reabsorb this term
through a shift in the energy of the system Hamiltonian, since

�� = �( ⊗ 1� + 1� ⊗ �� + ��
= �( ⊗ 1� + 1� ⊗ �� + � ′� +

∑
U

�U ⊗ (〈�U〉�1)

=

(
�( +

∑
U

〈�U〉��U
)
⊗ 1� + 1� ⊗ �� + � ′� .

(A.4)
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Appendix B

Steady-state Fock distribution for the
resonator in RWA

In this Appendix, I derive the analytical expression in RWA for the steady-state Fock distribution ?= of
the harmonic oscillator in the single-atom laser setup (see Ch. 3), in the fully polarized case case (% = 1),
and at resonance (Δn = l0). I further assume Γ! = Γ' = Γ. The derivation follows the seminal works
of Scully and Lamb [6, 172]. Starting from the master equation (3.8), I label the matrix elements of d as
d==

′
BB′ , with the upper index referring to the oscillator states and the lower index referring to the quantum

dot states (B, B′ ∈ {0, ↓, ↑}). The three equations for the diagonal dot part of the density matrix read

¤d==′↑↑ = − 86
(√
= + 1d=+1,=

′
↓↑ −

√
=′ + 1d=,=

′+1
↑↓

)
+ ^

2
(1 + =�)

(
2
√
(= + 1) (=′ + 1)d=+1,=′+1↑↑ − (= + =′)d==′↑↑

)
+ ^

2
=�

(
2
√
==′d=−1,=′−1

↑↑ − (= + =′ + 2)d==′↑↑
)

+ Γd==′00 ,

(B.1)

¤d==′↓↓ = − 86
(√
=d=−1,=′
↑↓ −

√
=′d=,=

′−1
↓↑

)
+ ^

2
(1 + =�)

(
2
√
(= + 1) (=′ + 1)d=+1,=′+1↓↓ − (= + =′)d==′↓↓

)
+ ^

2
=�

(
2
√
==′d=−1,=′−1

↓↓ − (= + =′ + 2)d==′↓↓
)

− Γd==′↓↓ ,

(B.2)

¤d==′00 =
^

2
(1 + =�)

(
2
√
(= + 1) (=′ + 1)d=+1,=′+100 − (= + =′)d==′00

)
+ ^

2
=�

(
2
√
==′d=−1,=′−1

00 − (= + =′ + 2)d==′00

)
− Γd==′00 + Γd==

′
↓↓ .

(B.3)

The equations couple to the off-diagonal elements of the dot (↑↓ and ↓↑) and the = + 1, =′ + 1 and
= − 1, =′ − 1 elements of the resonators, and thus cannot form a closed set of equations. However, one
can find a closed form using the fact that {Γ; 6} � ^: the electron dynamics is much faster than the
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decay and excitation processes of the resonator through the thermal bath. We therefore neglect the terms
proportional to ^ in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.3). When calculating the equations of motion for d=+1,=

′
↓↑ and d=,=

′+1
↑↓

we obtain the system:

¤d==′↑↑ = − 86
[√
= + 1d=+1,=

′
↓↑ −

√
=′ + 1d=,=

′+1
↑↓

]
+ Γd==′00 , (B.4)

¤d=,=′+1↑↓ = − 86
[√
= + 1d=+1,=

′+1
↓↓ −

√
=′ + 1d=,=

′
↑↑

]
− Γ

2
d=,=

′+1
↑↓ , (B.5)

¤d=+1,=′↓↑ = − 86
[√
= + 1d=,=

′
↑↑ −

√
=′ + 1d=+1,=

′+1
↓↓

]
− Γ

2
d=+1,=

′
↓↑ , (B.6)

¤d=+1,=′+1↓↓ = − 86
[√
= + 1d=,=

′+1
↑↓ −

√
=′ + 1d=+1,=

′
↓↑

]
− Γd=+1,=′+1↓↓ , (B.7)

¤d==′00 = − Γd==′00 + Γd==
′

↓↓ . (B.8)

Since we are interested in the stationary state, we put all time derivatives to zero. Now, from the
last equation, we obtain d==

′
00 = d==

′
↓↓ , and from the relation d==

′
= d==

′
00 + d==

′
↓↓ + d==

′
↑↑ we obtain

d==
′

00 = 1
2 d
==′ − 1

2 d
==′
↑↑ , which can be inserted in Eq. (B.4). We are left with a linear system of four

unknowns which has the matrix form

MR − A = 0. (B.9)

We have defined:

R =

©«
d==

′
↑↑
¤d=,=′+1↑↓
¤d=+1,=′↓↑
¤d=+1,=′+1↓↓

ª®®®®®®¬
, A =

Γ
2

©«
d==

′

0
0
0

ª®®®®®¬
, M =

©«
Γ
2 −86

√
=′ + 1 86

√
= + 1 0

−86
√
=′ + 1 Γ

2 0 86
√
= + 1

86
√
= + 1 0 Γ

2 −86
√
=′ + 1

0 86
√
= + 1 −86

√
=′ + 1 Γ

ª®®®®®¬
.

(B.10)

The steady-state equation for the matrix elements of the oscillator reads:

0 = −
[


′
==′^(6/6thr)2

1 +==′ (�2
B)−1(6/6thr)2

]
d==

′ +
[ √

==′^(6/6thr)2
1 +=−1,=′−1(�2

B)−1(6/6thr)2

]
d=−1,=′−1

+ �3

2

[
2
√
(= + 1) (=′ + 1)d=+1,=′+1 − (= + =′)d==′

]
+ �4

2

[
2
√
==′d=−1,=′−1 − (= + 1 + =′ + 1)d==′

]
,

(B.11)

with the following quantities:
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6thr =
1
2
√
Γ^ (threshold coupling), �2

B =
Γ
3^

(saturation number) (B.12)

==′ =
1
2
(= + 1 + =′ + 1) + (= − =

′)2
36

1
�2
B

(
6

6thr

)2
, (B.13)


′
==′ =

1
2
(= + 1 + =′ + 1) + (= − =

′)2
12

1
�2
B

(
6

6thr

)2
, (B.14)

�3 = ^(1 + =B), �4 = ^=� . (B.15)

We are interested in the diagonal elements, and thus we put = = =′, obtaining the equation for the
distribution ?=:

−


(= + 1)^
(
6
6thr

)2

1 + (= + 1) (�2
B)−1

(
6
6thr

)2

 ?= +


=^
(
6
6thr

)2

1 + = (�2
B)−1

(
6
6thr

)2

 ?=−1

−�3=?= +�3 (= + 1)?=+1 −�4 (= + 1)?= +�4=?=−1

= 0.

(B.16)

To find the steady-state distribution which solves Eq. (B.16) we first rearrange the terms:

0 = −



(= + 1)^
(
6
6thr

)2

1 + (= + 1) (�2
B)−1

(
6
6thr

)2

 ?= −�3 (= + 1)?=+1 +�4 (= + 1)?=


+


=^
(
6
6thr

)2

1 + = (�2
B)−1

(
6
6thr

)2

 ?=−1 −�3=?= +�4=?=−1.

(B.17)

Then, we notice that the equation is in the form 0 = 5= − 5=−1 and thus 5 has to be zero (detailed balance
condition). We obtain the recursive equation:


=^6̃2

1 + = 6̃2

�2
B

+�4=
 ?=−1 = �3?=, (B.18)

with the shorthand 6̃ = 6/6thr. Equation (B.18) is equivalent to Eq. (3.12).

The solution can be written in terms of a finite product series or rising factorials:

?= = ?0

=∏
:=1


6̃2

=�+1

1 + : 6̃2

�2
B

+ =�
=� + 1

 = ?0

(
�2
B

=�
+ �2

B

6̃2 + 1
)
=(

�2
B

6̃2 + 1
)
=

(
=�

=� + 1

)=
, (B.19)

equivalent to Eq. (3.14). The derivation outlined here assumes % = 1 and equal tunneling rates Γ! = Γ',
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but the general case of finite polarization and arbitrary rates simply renormalizes the saturation number
�2
B and the threshold coupling 6thr, yielding the expressions in Eq. (3.13). The form of the solution for
?= remains as in Eq. (B.19).
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Appendix C

Full-counting statistics of charge transport

The full-counting statistics (FCS) of charge transport is a method for evaluating the full probability
distribution of electron detected by a collector, in order to gain additional information on the transport,
beyond the average current. Originally, the FCS method was devised within quantum optics, in the
contest of photodetection [323, 324]. Later, it has been extendend to the study of quantum transport in
mesoscopic conductors [212–216]. Here, I briefly outline the theory of FCS and its application to the
calculation of the current noise used in Sec. 3.6.

C.1 Basic concepts

Assuming that the system dynamics is governed by a Markovian master equation as described in Ch. 2,

¤d = Ld, (C.1)

we are interested in resolving the dynamics with respect to the detection or no-detection of electrons
from, e.g., the right lead of a system. We can write the total Liouvillian L as L = L0 + L1, where
L0 contains the detection-free evolution (the isolated dynamics of the system and the un-monitored
detections) and L1 containes the detections. The propagator solving Eq. (C.1) has the general form

P(C) = 4LC . (C.2)

To make explicit the appearance of the quantum jumps (electron being detected in the right lead) in the
evolution, we consider the Laplace transform P(I) =

∫ ∞
0 dCP(C)4−IC of the propagator, obtaining

P(I) = 1
I1 − L0 − L1

=
1

(I1 − L0)
(
1 − L1

I1 − L0

) . (C.3)

Introducing the free propagator
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P0(I) = 1
I1 − L0

=
∫ ∞

0
dC4L0C4−IC , (C.4)

we can expand Eq. (C.3) as

P(I) =
∞∑
==0
[P0(I)L1]=P0(I) = P0(I) + P0(I)L1P0(I) + P0(I)L1P0(I)L1P0(I) + . . . (C.5)

Using the convolution theorem, it can be shown that in the time domain we obtain

P(C) = 4L0C +
∫ C

0
dC14L0 (C−C1)L14

L0C1 +
∫ C

0
dC2

∫ C2

0
dC14L0 (C−C2)L14

L0 (C2−C1)L14
L0C1 + . . . (C.6)

which can be interpreted as periods of free evolution interrupted by single jump events. Since d(C) =
P(C)d0, where d0 is the density matrix at C = 0, we can write the probability for = jump events to occur
during time C:

%= (C) = Tr
{∫ C

0
dC=· · ·

∫ C2

0
dC14L0 (C−C=)L1 . . .L14

L0 (C2−C1)L14
L0C1d0

}
. (C.7)

In Laplace space, the above equation reads simply

%= (I) = Tr {[P0(I)L1]=P0(I)d0} . (C.8)

It is possible to calculate %= (C) even if we know only the full propagator, P(C). To this scope, we
introduce the counting variable j, conjugate to =, satisfying the orthonormality relation

1
2c

∫ c

−c
48=j4−8<jdj = X=<. (C.9)

Now, we make the replacement

L1 → L14
8j, L → L(j) = L0 + L14

8j, (C.10)

in the full propagator P(j, C) = 4L(j)C , now depending explicitly on the counting variable j. Using
Eq. (C.9) in Eq. (C.7) we obtain

%= (C) = 1
2c

∫ c

−c
djTr {P(j, C)d0} 4−8=j, %= (I) = 1

2c

∫ c

−c
djTr {P(j, I)d0} 4−8=j . (C.11)
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C.2 Vector representation

For practical calculations, it is common to use a representation in which L is a matrix and d is a
column vector. To avoid confusion with the usual quantum mechanical operators acting in the Hilbert
space of the usual state vectors (bras and kets) of the system, we call Liouville space the linear space
of the usual operators. Operators acting in the Liouville space are called superoperators. In the
following, superoperators are denoted by calligraphic symbols; operators acting in the Hilbert space will
be distinguished from the usual bras and kets through double brackets, i.e., with the correspondence
$ ↔ |>〉〉. We can write a matrix representation for the superoperator O in a similar way to the Hilbert
space case:

O =
∑
:;

∑
<=

|:;〉〉〈〈:; |O|<=〉〉 =
∑
:;

∑
<=

$:;,<= |:;〉〉〈〈<=|. (C.12)

Here, {|<=〉〉 ≡ |<〉〈=|} is the system of all the projectors onto states forming an orthonormal basis of
the Hilbert space, which in turn is an orthonormal basis for the Liouville space, with respect to the scalar
product 〈〈0 |1〉〉 = Tr(�†�). The trace is performed on the system. We denote with $:;,<= the matrix
elements of the superoperator, having four indices. The operator $ =

∑
<,=$<= |<〉〈=| represented by

the matrix $<= corresponds to the vector |>〉〉 = ∑
<,=$<= |<=〉〉, represented by a column vector with

entries o = ($11, $12, $13, . . . , $# 1, $# 2, . . . , $## )) , where # is the dimension of the Hilbert space.
The exact ordering depends on the chosen ordering of the indices. We can now write the total Liovullian
L with its eigendecomposition:

L =
# 2−1∑
:=0

_: |q:〉〉〈〈q: |. (C.13)

Since the Liouvillian is in general non-hermitian, the left eigenvector |q:〉〉 and the right eigenvector
〈〈q: | are in general different. However, since we assume that the system reaches a stationary state,
there is an eigenvalue _0 = 0, with right eigenvector |q0〉〉 ≡ |0〉〉 = dst. The stationary state is assumed
unique and normalized. From the orthonormality condition, 〈〈q 9 |q:〉〉 = X 9: we deduce that the left
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue _0 = 0 corresponds to the identity matrix in the Liouville
space, or equivalently to performing the trace Tr(dst) = 1 in the Hilbert space. We denote with 〈〈0̃| the
left eigenvalue. Similarly, for the j-dependent Liouvillian we have the decomposition:

L(j) =
# 2−1∑
:=0

_: (j) |q: (j)〉〉〈〈q: (j) |, (C.14)

with the assumption that _0(j) → 0 for j→ 0, and all the other eigenvalues have a larger negative real
part near j = 0.

C.3 Moments and cumulants

We can identify in Eq. (C.11) the moment-generating function (MGF):
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" (j, C) = Tr
{
4L(j)C d0

}
, (C.15)

since it is defined as the Fourier transform of the probability distribution.

From the MGF it is possible to compute all the moments by differentiation with respect to the counting
field:

〈=:〉C =
∞∑
==0

=:%= (C) = (−8)= m" (j, C)
mj=

����
j=0

, (C.16)

where 〈=:〉C denotes the :-th moment of the probability distribution at time C. Note that the MGF can
also be written as

" (j, C) =
∞∑
==0

48=j%= (C), (C.17)

which is the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (C.11). The cumulant-generating function (CGF) is obtained
by taking the logarithm of the MGF,

� (j, C) = ln" (j, C), (C.18)

and all the cumulants are recovered from

〈〈=:〉〉C = (−8)=
m� (j, C)
mj=

����
j=0

. (C.19)

We recall that, in contrast to moments, higher cumulants are inert when a trivial transformation such as a
translation is performed on the probability distribution. It is possible to show that in the long-time limit,
C → ∞, the CGF is linear in time and depends on the lowest eigenvalue of the j-dependent Liouvillian
L(j, C). Evaluating Eq. (C.15) on the stationary state, and using the vector representation, we can write

" (j, C) = 4� (j,C) =
∑
:

〈〈0̃|q: (j)〉〉〈〈q: (j) |0〉〉4_: (j)C . (C.20)

In the long-time limit, the only term that survives is that with _0(j) in the exponent, since all other terms
yield exponentially damped contributions. Therefore, we have

4� (j,C) ≈ 2(j)4_0 (j)C , (C.21)

with 2(j) = 〈〈0̃|q0(j)〉〉〈〈q0(j) |0〉〉. Taking the logarithm, we obtain � (j, C) = _0(j)C + ln 2, and
therefore, to exponential accuracy

� (j, C) ≈ _0(j)C. (C.22)
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We can therefore find every cumulant by differentiation of the j-dependent eigenvalue _0.

C.4 Expression for the average current and the current noise

Equation (C.22) expresses the CGF for the distribution %= (C) in the long-time limit, which is the
probability of = jumps events occurring in a time interval C. By identifying the jump processes with
electrons entering the right lead, we can derive Eq. (C.22) with respect to time and find the current
cumulants in the stationary limit:

〈〈�<〉〉 = 4< d
dC

lim
C→∞〈〈=

<〉〉(C), (C.23)

with 4 being the electron charge. To achieve this, we resolve the density matrix d(C) and the master
equation with respect to =. We introduce the superoperator J (4) which is relative to the tunneling of
electrons from the system to the right lead, and the superoperator J (ℎ) , relative to the tunneling from
the right lead to the system (viz., holes entering the collector). The =-resolved master equation has the
form:

¤d (=) (C) = (L − J (4) − J (ℎ) )d(C) + J (4) d (=−1) (C) + J (ℎ) d (=+1) (C). (C.24)

It is possible to find the expression for the average current as

� = 〈〈�〉〉 = 4〈〈0̃|J (4) − J (ℎ) |0〉〉 = 4Tr[(−J (4) − J ℎ)dst], (C.25)

while for the second cumulant, i.e., the zero-frequency current noise, one finds [216]

((0) = 〈〈�2〉〉 = 4Tr[(J (4) + J (ℎ) )dst] − 42Tr[(J (4) − J (ℎ) )R(J (4) − J (ℎ) )dst] . (C.26)

We have introduced the pseudoinverse of the Liouvillian R = QL−1Q, where Q is the projector out of
the null-space of L, which is spanned by dst. If P ≡ |0〉〉〈〈0̃| is the projector onto the stationary state
then Q = 1 − P. The pseudoinverse R is well defined, since the inversion is performed in the subspace
spanned by Q, where L is regular. In the infinite-bias limit, transport from right to left is blocked, thus
J (ℎ) = 0 and J (4) ± J (ℎ) = J (4) ≡ J . Then we have

� = 4Tr[J dst], ((0) = 4� − 242Tr[JRJ dst], (C.27)

C.5 Note on the numerical evaluation of the noise

The quantum dot + resonator system described in Ch. 3 requires working with a very large Hilbert space,
due to the necessity of including many Fock states (up to = ≈ 500) to capture the lasing behavior with low
quality factors. As a consequence, the actual calculation of R is unfeasible. However, it is not necessary
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to evaluate R, but rather its action onto a vector, R|H〉〉 [325, 326]. The trick to evaluate the second part
of Eq. (C.26) is the following. We first write the linear system

L|G〉〉 = Q|H〉〉, (C.28)

where |G〉〉 is an unknown vector and |H〉〉 is known. The r.h.s. ensures that the solution lies in the range
of L. Since L is singular, the system has infinitely many solutions which we write in the form

|G〉〉 = |G0〉〉 + 2 |0〉〉, 2 ∈ C. (C.29)

|G0〉〉 is a particular solution which is found numerically. Now, we apply R to both sides of Eq. (C.28)
and obtain

RL|G〉〉 = RQ|H〉〉
QL−1QL|G〉〉 = QL−1Q2 |H〉〉
QL−1LQ|G〉〉 = QL−1Q|H〉〉

Q|G〉〉 = R|H〉〉.

(C.30)

We have used the definition of R and the identities Q2 = Q and QL = LQ. Therefore, we find
numerically the solution |G0〉〉 to the system (C.28) and then we apply the projector Q to Eq. (C.29),
yielding Q|G0〉〉 = R|H〉〉, since Q|0〉〉 = 0. In our case, we need to choose |H〉〉 = I|0〉〉. The solution of
the linear system Eq. (C.29) revealed itself to be a formidable numerical problem due to the size of the
matrices involved. We have used the iterative GMRES method [167] to solve the preconditioned system

ML|G〉〉 =MQ|H〉〉. (C.31)

The matrixM is an approximation of the pseudoinverse of L and it has been crucial for the convergence
of the GMRESmethod. Awrong or absent preconditioner made the convergence impossible or extremely
slow. The preconditioner was built in our case with a sparse incomplete LU decomposition (spILU) for
the Liouvillian L [166].
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Appendix D

Operators G(Δ0, =), F (Δ0, =) and matrix
element 〈1|�eff |2〉

I describe here the nonlinear operators G(Δ0, =) and F (Δ0, =) appearing in the effective Hamiltonian
(Eq. 5.6) of the JJ-resonator system described in Ch. 5. They are defined by the relations:

G(Δ0, =)= =
∞∑
?=1

4?
?2 − 1

[�?, �†?], (D.1)

0F (Δ0, =) =
∞∑
?=0

(−1) ?
2? + 1

[�?, �†?+1], (D.2)

where �? = (0†) ? ?, and  ? is an hermitian operator defined as

 ? =:
�? (2Δ0

√
=)

=?/2
:=

∞∑
<=0

(−1)<Δ2<+?
0 (0†)<0<

<!(< + ?)! . (D.3)

Effective Hamiltonian (Eq. 5.6) can be written in the Fock basis as

�eff =
∞∑
@=0
(@X + X�@) |@〉〈@ | + 8

∞∑
@=0

[
"@,@+1 |@〉〈@ + 1|4−28q − H.c.] . (D.4)

The matrix elements are:

X�@ =
�̃2
�

4l�


@∑
?=1

4?
4?2 − 1

[
^2
? (@ − ?)@!
(@ − ?)!

]
−
∞∑
?=1

4?
4?2 − 1

[
^2
? (@) (@ + ?)!

@!

] ,
"@,@+1 =

�̃2
�

4l�


@∑
?=0

(−1) ?
2? + 1

√
@!(@ + 1)!
(@ − ?)! ^? (@ − ?)^?+1(@ − ?)

−
∞∑
?=0

(−1) ?
2? + 1

(@ + ? + 1)!√
@!(@ + 1)!

^?+1(@)^? (@ + 1)
 .

(D.5)
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^? (@) represents the @-th eigenvalue of  ? and is given by

^? (@) = @!
@∑
==0

(−1)=Δ2=+?
0

=!(= + ?)!(@ − =)! . (D.6)

In this representation, specific matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian can be written in closed
form. We report here the element "12 which is of particular relevance as explained in Sec. 5.6:

"12 =
�̃2
�

4
√

2l�

[
Δ04

−Δ2
0

(
2
3
Δ4

0 −
10
3
Δ2

0 +
3
2

)
+ √cerf(Δ0)

(
2
3
Δ6

0 − 3Δ4
0 +

7
2
Δ2

0 −
3
4

)]
, (D.7)

where erf(G) is the error function. The first zero of "12 occurs at Δ0 ≈ 1.07.
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